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North West Hendricks School Corporation


VISION STATEMENT
With an emphasis on personal relationships and individualized
learning, our PreK-12 learners will develop into the most sought after
candidates for colleges/universities, the workforce, the military, or
apprenticeships.

MISSION STATEMENT
Preparing today’s learners to become tomorrow’s leaders
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North West Hendricks School Corporation
Shared Commitments

As we develop tomorrow’s leaders, we are committed to learning
environments that are . . .
1.

2.

3.

Curious
We want our learners to ask great questions and seek
answers. We want students to not only excel in subjects like
math, science, and history, but to also pose and answer
thoughtful questions like, mathematicians, scientists, and
historians.
Collaborative
We want our learners to work well with others. We want
them to know how to approach a problem or challenge with
the support and perspectives from people with differing
ideas and opinions. We want them to know how agree with
an idea and how to constructively disagree with others.
Creative
We want our learners to have fresh ideas and innovative
ways of solving problems. Furthermore, we want them to
be good "problem finders" - people who are always looking
to make their surroundings and the lives of others better
through new and creative ideas.
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Tri-West Middle School

VISION STATEMENT
With an emphasis on personal relationships and individualized
learning, our PreK-12 learners will develop into the most sought after
candidates for colleges/universities, the workforce, the military, or
apprenticeships.

MISSION STATEMENT
Preparing today’s learners to become tomorrow’s leaders
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Tri-West Middle School
We Believe…
…a comprehensive program of education with curricula flexible enough to meet the
needs of the students…
…by providing students with the information, skills, and techniques essential for successful
post- secondary education.
…by making available learning experiences that provide students the opportunity to acquire
skill and fundamentals necessary for gainful employment.
…by providing students with the needed special assistance in order for them to be successful
in school.
…by providing every student the opportunity to perform to his/her maximum potential through
regular and supplemental programs.

…critical and independent thinking using high order problem solving skills needs to be
encouraged.
…communication skills need to be developed which will enable the student to effectively
interact with others.
…students should develop a sense of awareness of the rights and responsibilities of
citizenship.
…the development of high moral standards needs to be fostered.
…the students need to be prepared to anticipate, evaluate, adjust, and benefit from our
ever-changing society.
…a comprehensive program of co-curricular activities needs to be provided to teach
leadership, sportsmanship, and an appreciation for leisure-time activities.
…that constant cooperation among, and interaction with the community, school, and
parents should be fostered, making all aware of mutual and reciprocal benefits and
responsibilities.
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…opportunities need to be available for the expression of creativity, originality, and
inventiveness.
…that one's inherent self-worth should be recognized.
…personal qualities that promote self-respect need to be nurtured.
…self-discipline needs to be developed.
…students should accept responsibility for and consequences of their actions.
…students should exhibit appropriate behavior, recognizing that different situations
require different standards of behavior.
…students should treat others with respect, recognizing their rights and privileges.
…there needs to be an understanding, respect and acceptance of individual and cultural
differences.
…students should examine moral and ethical issues in order to make informed choices.
…students should develop a lifelong respect for education.
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PROFILE
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SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY DESCRIPTION
The North West Hendricks School Corporation comprises Eel River Township, Union Township, and
Middle Township in Hendricks County with a district wide enrollment of nearly 1850 students.
Included in the geographic area are the incorporated towns of Lizton, North Salem, and Pittsboro.
Approximately 33% of the incoming 6th graders are from North Salem Elementary and 67% are from
Pittsboro Elementary. Tri-West Middle School is situated about 20 miles west of Indianapolis and is the
only school in the district for grades 6-8. Tri-West Middle School was first occupied in January of 2003
when the seventh and eighth grade students completed their second semester in the new building. In the
fall of 2003, the school was put into full operation with grades 6-8 present.
The Tri-West community is primarily agricultural with the majority of students living in a rural setting.
Although Hendricks County is considered one of the fastest growing counties in Indiana, the 80 square
miles comprising the North West Hendricks School Corporation has only begun to see more rapid
growth in recent years. The first significant industry in the area is a steel mini-mill owned by Steel
Dynamics Inc. There are currently two housing additions with open lots in the district, where nearly 200
homes may be added.
The Tri-West Middle School staff is composed of 28 certified teachers and 2 administrators. In
addition, Tri-West Middle School employs over three dozen classified personnel, including two
secretaries, one secretary/treasurer, five instructional assistants, two computer specialists, one school
nurse, five food service workers, four custodians, two maintenance personnel, and several bus drivers.
All of these people are essential to the team work, which is necessary for Tri-West Middle School to run
effectively each day. The buildings and grounds are clean and well-maintained, reflecting student, staff,
and community pride. A well-rounded academic program is offered and available to all students. The
overall atmosphere of Tri-West and the community reflects pride and a real concern for academic
excellence. Tri-West Middle School has received the Four Star School Award from the Indiana
Department of Education 9 of the last 16 years, an honor shared with a small percent of Indiana Schools.
Our latest recognition was during the 2016-2017 school year. In addition, Tri-West Middle School was
named a National and State School To Watch (STW) school during the 2010-2011 school year. This
status was renewed in the Spring of 2014, 2017, and 2020 when the school was re-designated as a
National and State School To Watch. The middle school will be up for re-designation again in 2023.
It is our belief that every student is unique and each of them needs to be encouraged, guided, and
motivated to develop his or her full potential. The staff, parents, and administration work together and
make every effort to ensure that our students receive the maximum opportunity to obtain the tools that
will prepare them for a lifetime of learning.
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Unique Local Insights
Data Collection Instruments
During the summer 0f 2015, a new parent survey instrument was developed and administered by the
corporation. It should be noted that we also survey our students and staff every two years to gauge areas
of strengths and weaknesses. In addition, we ask for feedback from parents on special nights like Meet
the Teacher night and student led conferencing. Other surveys have been conducted recently and are
documented in this section.

Survey Summaries (will be taken every two years)
Parent Survey, Spring 0f 2020, Summary of Results
The Parent survey during the Spring of 2020 was conducted in May during our COVID 19 “At Home
Learning” experience. Parents were asked to take this into consideration during the survey, as there
would likely be a specific survey to target AHL. The highest marks on the parent survey involved
parents feeling that their students were safe at school and that they were proud that their student attended
Tri-West MIddle School. Right at 97% of parents responded that they felt their students were safe and
proud of the middle school. In regards to communication, 95% of parents felt like the principal
communicated effectively, while 88% said teachers keep them up to date and communicate effectively.
Impressive outcomes were also found with 95% of parents feeling like the middle school provided an
overall positive climate and culture for students and visitors. In addition, when asked about how their
students overall middle school experience was, 89% strongly agreed or agreed that their student(s) had
an overall good experience at the middle school. The two areas of most growth on the parents survey
were in the areas of homework and extracurricular activities offered. There were just shy of 70% of
parents that stated they felt like appropriate and meaningful work was assigned by the teachers. Another
18% of parents did respond as “neutral” in regards to meaningful homework, meaning only about 12%
of parents are concerned about the types of homework being assigned. In addition, 82% of parents felt
like the middle school offered the appropriate number of extra curricular activities for their students.
Parent Survey, Spring of 2018 Summary of Results
The most recent Tri-West Middle School parent survey revealed extremely high marks in several areas.
Over 91% of parents either strongly agreed or agreed that TWMS provided a positive climate and
culture for their students. The number reached over 96% when we added those parents that marked
“neutral” as a response. 96% of parents either responded either strongly agree or agree that they feel
like their children are safe at school. When asked to respond about their happiness with their students
overall educational experience, 89% of parents responded they strongly agreed or agreed that TWMS
provided an overall quality experience. Again this number rose when we added “neutral” responses to
96%. Administrators received high marks in communicating effectively with parents, coming in at 95%.
97% of parents strongly agreed or agreed that administrators were easy to talk to and approachable. The
area of most growth needed for administrators was when parents responded with a 90% approval
ranking for treating students fairly and consistently in regards to discipline. Teacher areas of growth
included an 85% approval rating by parents saying teachers assign appropriate and meaningful
homework. While one of the lower rankings, we were still pleased that 85% of parents noted they were
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agreed with the amount and quality of homework assigned. The lowest approval ranking for the school
was in communication from teachers to parents. 79% of parents either strongly agreed or agreed that
teachers communicate effectively.
Parent Survey, Spring of 2016 Summary of Results
The 2016 Tri-West Middle School parent survey revealed very strong remarks and overall satisfaction
from parents regarding their feelings and thoughts about TWMS. Several areas received marks at or
above 97% satisfaction ratings. These included 99% of parents being proud that their child attends
Tri-West Middle School. 97% of parents also said that the learning environment is excellent, that they
believe their child is safe at school, and that communication is open and respectful from staff members
at Tri-West Middle School. In addition, 97% of parents felt like school administration was supportive of
their child’s needs and that they are communicating effectively. The two lowest items on the survey
included extra-curricular opportunities for students and homework being sent home that was
“worthwhile”. 89% of parents felt like substantial extra-curricular opportunities were made available to
our students. The lowest area on the staff survey was that 83% of parents felt like “worthwhile”
homework was being sent home by teachers on a nightly/weekly basis.

Meet Your Teacher Night
Meet Your Teacher Night participation has been successful at Tri-West Middle School. The first Meet
Your Teacher Night was in the fall of 2003 with 63% attendance. Since then, the Meet Your Teacher
Night with highest attendance rate was in the year 2008, with 75% of the sixth grade parents attending
for the Class of 2015. Parental participation at Meet Your Teacher Night has varied from a low of 39%
to a high of 71% during the last 4 years. The highest percentage of attendance consistently, is scored by
the sixth grade parents. There is also a consistent trend for the percentage of attendance to decrease as a
parent’s student advances a grade. A change in format across all three grade levels was introduced in
2019 with each grade level meeting with all the parents for approximately 30 minutes and then allowing
additional time for the parents to seek out individual teachers in classrooms to introduce themselves.
There were slightly lower than average attendance numbers in 6th and 7th grade, but the 8th remained
consistent.
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Parent/Teacher Conferences
Parent/Teacher Conferences were moved to the first nine weeks period at the midterm point, in 2009, for
early intervention opportunities. The trend has been consistent for sixth graders to have the highest
attendance of parents, in our 6-8 building. This is mostly likely due to the fact that the sixth grade
teacher schedule conferences for each of their students, while the other grades have open/walk in
conferences. The Class of 2021 holds the highest record of attendance, at 82%, in 2014, when they were
in sixth grade. It is worth noting that the decrease in attendance is likely due to the fact that the all grade
levels moved to a format where the parents signed up for appointments, thus limiting the time available,
although all parents were giving an opportunity to meet with any teacher when requested. The overall
participation ranges in the 30% to 40% range, several parent teacher conversations take place before and
after this date via email, phone, and actual conferences. Numbers were again lower in 2019, however,
with parents being allowed more time to meet one on one with teachers at Meet Your Teacher Night, it
is possible that parents did not feel the need to come in a second time if there were no concerns in the
classroom.
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Student Led Conferences
The Schools To Watch Committee recommended that Tri-West Middle School begin student led
conferences at all grade levels. This effort began with the sixth grade students during the spring of
2011-2012 school year. The sixth grade student led conferences were successful, and grades seven and
eight were onboard during the spring of the 2012-2013 school year. Tri-West Middle School continued
student led conferences into the 2014-2105 school year, with the goal of 100% of students being
represented. For the first two years, 78% to 97% of students were represented on conference day or met
with a staff member to present materials. In 2013, 94%-99% of students were represented or presented
to a staff member for student led conferences. In 2014-2015, 96% -100% of students were represented
at conferences or presented to staff members. In 2015-2016 we met our goal by having 100% of the
students present their SLC material to an adult and again in 2016-2017. However, we have begun to
notice that there has been less parental participation in these SLC.
We began implementing at-home SLC in the 2017-18 school year. Students created digital portfolios
which represented work from all courses they were currently enrolled in. In January, the students went
home and shared these portfolios with parents and guardians with a 100% participation rate. Parents
filled out surveys and signed forms to indicate participation. Many parents indicated that they
appreciated both the earlier format (feeling it gave them information moving forward in the school year),
and the flexibility of being able to complete the conference at home. Time was allotted after school in
one of our computer labs for parents to come in if they did not have access to the internet at home.
At home student led conferences continued in the 2019-20 school year. Once again, 100% of the
students were able to complete the conference, with over 86% completing them at home in a timely
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manner. The parents continued to support the flexibility of completing these at home.

Student Led Conferences Parent Survey Results, 2020
The results of a parent survey about student-led conferences show that 92.8% of parents felt the
conferences were beneficial. Those numbers might be high because our overall attendance rate is close
and those parents who do attend were positive and actively involved in their child’s education. Parents
enjoyed sharing their student’s work and simply hearing from their student. Over ⅔rds of the parents said
that seeing student work was their favorite part. Nearly 85% said they prefer the digital format for
student-led conferences over artifacts in a binder. Also, a vast majority, nearly 91%, said they were well
informed about the conferences and would participate in this form of conferences next year. However,
parents did comment that they would like to see the conferences earlier in the school year, would like
more teacher involvement, and would be interested in being able to do the conference at home. Many
parents also commented on the types of engagement through videos and other forms of assessment
students are experiencing.
Student Led Conference Parent Survey Results, 2019
Continuing with the digital student led conferences this year, we updated the format so that students
could use a Google Slides template and insert all of their evidence through hyperlinks and photos. This
streamlined the process and allowed for a better general quality of portfolios. The parents seem to agree
with 94% of parents feeling the conferences were beneficial for them and their students. With all of the
students now having Chromebooks to take home, this further streamlined the process for families. A
clear majority, 76%, preferred the at home conferences which allowed flexibility and 98% indicated they
would participate next year. One concern raised by the parents was the lack of teacher input. While
they enjoyed sharing the students' work, they wanted more feedback from the teachers regarding student
progress and behavior. This is a concern that will be addressed going forward.
Student Led Conferences Parent Survey Results, 2018
Our 2018 Student led conferences were done for the first time digitally and at home with the students
and parents interacting via this means. The results of the 2018 student led conference survey showed
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that 93% of parents felt like the conferences were beneficial. The survey also showed that 89% of
parents preferred the student led conference being done digitally and at home. The most beneficial
segment of the conference based on parent input was flexibility to do it at home and when they wanted
to over the course of that week. The second most enjoyable part was students sharing work with their
parents. Parents also noted that they felt well informed about the conference, as 96% stated this on the
survey. In addition, 87% of our parents said they would like to participate in the same conference
format for the 2018-19 school year. Comments that appeared the most from parents included; wanting
to see more data or test scores from students and they would still like to see comments from each of their
teachers about their child’s progress.
Summary of 2020 Bully Survey of Tri-West Middle School Students
Due to the COVID-19 virus and schools not being in session this past spring, we did not give our typical
bullying survey to students. There are a handful of questions on the regular student survey that can help
us identify areas of concern or positives. We did see on that survey that 96% of students said they felt
safe when at school. Students reported the same high numbers that they felt the middle school provided
an overall positive climate and culture. The one area of concern that could fall in line with bullying or
other harassment cases is that while 90% of students said they feel like they have one adult to turn to in
the building, 10% did not. This leaves approximately 25 students stating they don’t feel like they have a
staff member to turn to in the building.
Summary of 2018 Bully Survey of Tri-West Middle School Students
While a vast majority of our students feel safe at school (90%), students recognize that conflicts do
occur. 95% of students say they have seen conflict at school in various places. Over half of the students
say they have witnessed some type of bullying at school or on school grounds, including the bus.
Three-fourths of students say they would stand up for the victim if they see it, but they do recognize the
fact that the “bully” might turn on them. Nearly two-thirds (64%) of students say they know what it is
like to be bullied, which is high based on the number of students that say they have been bullied.
Perhaps, they are saying they can understand how they feel or empathize with them . A troubling
number is that nearly half of the students feel like teachers in the building ignore bullying, but they
students also said they feel like they have an adult to turn to.
Summary of 2016 Bully Survey of Tri-West Middle School Students
The Tri-West Middle School Bullying Survey summary reveals that 82% of students feel safe at school
with 17% of students choosing Sometimes, and 1% choosing No. Most students, 80%, say they handle
bullying by walking away. Twenty-five percent of students say teachers ignore bullying. Where most
bullying is witnessed, is in the hallways and on buses. Sixty-seven percent of students said they rarely
or never witness bullying at Tri-West Middle School. Only 20% of students say they witness bullying
Sometimes.
Tri-West Middle School Student Survey, Spring 2020
Our student survey for the Spring of 2020 found several positive results, but also had some areas of
growth the staff can reflect upon. Once again over 96% of students said they felt safe when at school
and that there was an overall positive climate and culture at Tri-West Middle School. In addition, just
under 96% of students said they were proud to be a Bruin and that they were overall pleased with their
experiences within the building. The highest marks on the survey were that 98% of students said the
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administration was visible within classrooms, the hallway, and other parts of the building. Having said
that, only 82% either strongly agreed or agreed that the administration were willing to listen and
approachable. Areas of growth feel in the areas of teacher homework, extra curricular activities, and
student discipline. 57% of students either strongly agreed or agreed that homework was meaningful, but
another 30% did respond as “neutral” on the subject. While 90% of students said they felt like they had
at least one adult to go to if they needed help or someone to talk to this leaves approximately 25 students
that feel like they do not have an adult they can go to if they need help with something. In addition,
22% of students felt like we need to offer more extracurricular activities for students. The last area of
concern was that only 50% of students either strongly agreed or agreed that their fellow students behave
appropriately and are respectful. An additional 38% of students did respond “neutral” to this question,
meaning about 12% really felt like students were not well behaved and/or respectful.
Tri-West Middle School Student Survey, Spring 2018
The students once again took a spring survey on their overall feelings about Tri-West Middle School.
The highest ranked item was that 96% of students feel safe at school. Other areas where students either
strongly agreed or agreed at 90% or higher included; 92% of students said they feel proud to be a
students at TWMS, 91% of students were pleased with their overall educational experience and 94% of
students felt like the TWMS administration was highly visible in the hallways and classrooms. 90% of
students feel like they have one adult to turn to in the building, but we feel like that number should be at
100%, so we deem it as an area of growth. Other areas of growth included, 68% of students feel like
students treat the adults in the building with respect. 71% of our students feel like teachers assign
meaningful and appropriate homework. While this was a lower result, we still feel like over 70% is
pretty high for students to confirm that HW is appropriate and meaningful, given that it is homework.
Lastly, 81% of students felt like the administration was fair and consistent in dealing with student
discipline. This is a number the administration will work to get closer to 90%, but again, it might be
coming from students that received the consequences.
Tri-West Middle School Student Survey, Spring 2016
Tri-West Middle School students participated in a student survey during the month of May in the spring,
2016 school year. The highest ranked items included that student’s felt safe at school, that they received
a quality education from their teachers, and that Mr. Nickoli is fair and consistent in regards to school
policies and student discipline. 93% of students reported being safe at school. This number dropped to
79% when asked if they felt safe on the bus. 93% of students reported that they felt like they received a
quality education from their teachers during this school year. When asked if Mr. Nickoli was fair and
consistent with school policies and student discipline 97% of students reported that he was. In addition,
93% of students feel like school administrators have a visual presence in the hallway, classrooms, and
other areas of the school. The lowest rankings included; 45% of students reported that they don’t feel
like students respect or treated other students well that might be “different” than others. The second
lowest rankings was that 65% of students feel like teachers make learning fun. In addition 75% percent
of students feel like they have an adult they are comfortable talking to about issues or problems. This
survey will be done again in the Spring of 2018.
Tri-West Middle School Staff Survey, Spring 2020
The 2020 staff survey was conducted in May of this year. 100% of staff felt like the principal
communicated effectively with the staff. Other areas of strength were in the areas of positive climate
and culture and overall satisfaction and enjoyment with their job. 98% of staff either strongly agreed or
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agreed that there is a positive climate and culture at Tri-West Middle School. 92% of staff said they
were satisfied and enjoyed their job and this number raised to 100% when you add the 8% of staff that
marked “neutral” as their response to this question. All but two members of the staff also stated that
they felt like the administration was approachable and listened to them. While this is a high number, the
administration strives to have 100% of the staff feel like they can come talk to us and that they are
listened to. Areas of growth were seen in the areas of student discipline and professional development.
65% of teachers either strongly agreed or agreed that they get adequate professional development. This
number rose to 90% when “neutral” responses were included. 76% of staff felt like discipline is handled
in a fair and consistent manner by school administration. This means a quarter of the staff do not,
showing a sign of growth needed for school administrators. The same results were seen when teachers
were asked if they felt like administrators communicating effectively with them after a student was sent
or talked to in the front office. This shows a need to better communicate with staff after disciplining or
talking with students.
Tri-West Middle School Staff Survey, Spring 2018
Our most recent staff survey showed that 94% of staff either strongly agreed or agreed when asked if
they were satisfied with their job. The number rose to 100% when we took into account those staff
members that were neutral on the question. 100% of staff responded that the principal communicates
key happenings and day to day events with the staff in an effective manner. 97% of the staff feel like
there is an overall positive climate and culture established at TWMS. Other very high marks by the
staff were that 97% of the staff feel like the school administration is approachable, easy to talk to, and
will listen to staff concerns. 97% of staff also felt like discipline by school administrators were handled
in a fair and consistent manner. The previous two percent totals did include the strongly agree, agree,
and neutral answers. Areas of growth included 90% of staff feeling like they are recognized and
rewarded for the job they do. While this number is high, we strive for 100% of our staff feeling
recognized and rewarded. 80% of staff feel like our parents are supportive of their work. The lowest
ranking on the survey was in the area of professional development. Only 76% of staff feel like they
receive adequate and appropriate professional development. This area should go up with our new late
arrival Wednesday professional development days.
Tri-West Middle School Staff Survey, Spring 2016
In 2016 the staff survey showed that 96% of the staff at Tri-West Middle School were highly satisfied
with their current job and the school in general. The two highest areas on the staff survey, which
actually received 100% satisfaction were that staff feels like they receive recognition and praise for the
job they do on a daily basis and that the principal is respectful and fair towards the staff. In addition
100% of staff members feel like the principal communicates relevant information to the staff and keeps
them up to date with the goings on of the school. Other areas that received high marks included; 96% of
staff feel like the community is supportive and that we have a community/family atmosphere at TWMS,
96% of staff are comfortable coming to the administration with issues or problems they may have, and
88% of staff feel like they have a say in decisions that are made at the school. The two lowest rankings
were in the area of professional development and student disrespect. Nearly 25% responded either they
strongly disagree, disagree, or were neutral in that they receive adequate professional development
opportunities. In regards to disrespect, nearly 10% of staff members felt like students were disrespectful
to staff members, while another 20% were neutral on the topic. This survey will be done again in the
Spring of 2018.
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Staff Attendance
Staff attendance is very important at TWMS. During the years this data has been collected, the certified
staff and administrators have maintained at least a 96% attendance rate, with the last three years
remaining above 97% and 2020 increasing to over 98%. This data does not include three instances of
major medical issues and maternity leave due to the nature of the absence.
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Indiana Career and Employability Skills Standards
At Tri-West Middle School, we have implemented a variety of activities, lessons, and class offerings to
help prepare our students for future career opportunities to help ensure that they are the most prepared
they can be for the ever-changing needs of today’s workforce. As our Mission states, it is our goal to
“Prepare Today’s Learners to Become Tomorrow’s Leaders”. The mission pairs perfectly with our
Vision which reads, “With an emphasis on personal relationships and individualized learning, our
PreK-12 learners will develop into the most sought after candidates for colleges/universities, the
workforce, the military, or apprenticeships.” When making decisions as a building, we look at how
those decisions impact our students and do those decisions align with our mission and vision. The
opportunities mentioned below that our students are exposed to during their three years at Tri-West
Middle School will help our students gain those skills necessary to be a highly effective employee in the
future.
During our homeroom time, known as PRIDE, each grade level has monthly character education and
leadership lessons that fit perfectly into the Employability Skills Standards as laid out by the state. The
character education lessons include, but are not limited to; Honesty, Compassion, Integrity, Appreciating
Diversity, Giving, Citizenship, Perseverance, and Making Great Choices. These are all traits that any
employer would look for when hiring new employees. The administrative team have created lesson
plans, while the PRIDE teacher’s deliver them. They are monthly lessons and vary by each grade level,
thus exposing students to multiple character education lessons over a three year time period. Our
guidance counselor also has a monthly lesson plan she shares with our teachers that are more geared
towards the social, emotional, and physical needs of our students. Topics such as; digital citizenship,
treating others with respect, how to maintain friendships, time management, and study skills are all
explored during these lessons. Again, this provides unique learning opportunities for our students
during their three year middle school careers.
Our administration and teachers have spent the last two years revisiting the Understanding by Design
(UbD) model of lesson planning. With it, much attention has been paid to the students transferring their
learning from one grade level to the next, and more importantly from the classroom to real life.
Performance tasks have been created across the curriculum and grade levels so that the students can
show this transfer of learning and apply learning in real situations and settings. These will not only help
us reach our goals with the new ILEARN format, but also prepare our students for future employment
opportunities.
All of our current sixth grade students take one semester of STEM 6. The course description includes:
Students working to discover how the many practical ways that STEM education (Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math) can lead to curious, collaborative, and creative thinking. Lesson planning and
instruction will include, but not limited to; coding, robotics, maker’s space material, digital printing and
other collaborative, project based, and critical thinking challenges. Our sixth graders are also introduced
to the Indiana Career Explorer website by our guidance counselor. They take a skill survey at the sixth
grade level to help gauge initial careers matched towards their skills.
At the 7th grade level, students also take a semester of STEM 7. The course description for this class
includes; Students will build open their knowledge gained in the STEM 6 course and move towards a
deeper understanding of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) concepts and
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connections as they investigate more authenticate and collaborative lesson planning. Student exploration
will include, but not limited to; coding, robotics, maker’s space material, digital printing, and other
collaborative, project based, and critical thinking challenges. Many of our 7th graders also take a
semester of Career Exploration and a semester of Leadership/Development. The Career Exploration
class is designed to provide students opportunities to explore their personal goals, interests, and
aptitudes as they relate to career concepts, including the 16 national career clusters, and determine what
they want and expect for their future. Students learn about various traditional and nontraditional careers,
and gain an awareness of the level of education and type of training needed for a variety of careers and
occupations. Students will build good job hunting habits, expand their technology skills, develop or
update their graduation plans, and complete a college and career readiness exam. Virtual and real life
opportunities are provided for students to observe and explore various careers. Our Leadership class ask
the question, “What does it take to be an effective leader” and answers this question with discussion and
analysis centered on The Seven Habits of Highly Effective Teens, written by Sean Covey. Students will
learn better decision-making and goal-setting skills, as well as being taught the value of teamwork, hard
work and taking responsibility. By the end of the course, students will have insight into their own
leadership abilities and what it takes to be successful.
At the 8th grade level, students continue to use the Indiana Career Explorer, but expand their research
into the skills and interests they have to start matching careers that would be a good fit for them. Once
again, the guidance counselor comes into classes and leads lessons in this area. Our 8th grade team also
does an extensive PBL unit centered around careers. This includes doing either a Job Shadow
experience or a Day of Learning and Giving, which is focused on service learning. Our 8th grade
students also are exposed to our Area Career Center in MSD Wayne Township. They are able to take a
field trip and start seeing what opportunities are available to them once they get to the high school.
Lastly, some of our 8th graders can take an Introduction to Engineering class, which is part of the PLTW
program and it is offered for high school credit.
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Student Data
Tri-West Middle School opened in January 2003 and consisted of students in grades seven and eight. In
the fall of 2003, the sixth grade came from Pittsboro and North Salem Elementary Schools. On average,
65% of the sixth graders come from Pittsboro Elementary while 35% come from North Salem
Elementary. North Salem Elementary includes students living in the towns of North Salem and Lizton.
Since 2003, the average daily attendance rates for Tri-West Middle School have ranged from a low of
96.5 % in 2006-2007 to a high of 98% in 2010-2011 and 2013-2014. Tri-West Middle School has
always exceeded the state average for attendance rates each year since its opening in 2003. This suggests
that attendance is not a systemic problem at Tri-West Middle School. For the 2016-2017 school year
6.7% of the student body received recognition for perfect attendance compared to 8% for the
2015--2106 school year.
The mobility rate is relatively low at Tri-West Middle School. Tri-West Middle School averages a net
gain of less than 20 students each year. On average our enrollment figures represent only a modest
change that is expected to continue. In most cases these changes can be attributed to a change in the
family structure, relocation of the family, or a larger than normal class. Each year the administration
receives multiple requests for students living outside the school corporation to be transfer students.
There are an average of 10-15 transfer students accepted each year. Due to increased capacity with an
unusually large 6th grade class, we did not accept transfers for the 2018-19, however, we will look at
taking transfers again in the future. The state average data has not been available for the last two years.
Within the student body, the current racial distribution is 96% Caucasian and 4% other. There are
slightly more females than males enrolled at the middle school two of the past three school years.
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Students have served in-school detentions or out-of-school suspensions as a result of disciplinary action.
Student behaviors have improved and students are not progressing to the suspension level, thus the shift
to more detentions than suspensions occurred in 2012-2013. The alternative school for Tri-West is The
Central Normal Campus (CNC). The goal of this program is to return the students to Tri-West after one
semester. This is a cooperative effort with Danville Community Schools and Mill Creek Community
Schools. Each district is entitled to send eight students per semester. Central Normal Campus is set up to
educate those students in grades six through twelve. During 2013-2014, Tri-West Middle School two
students attended CNC; one by choice and another as in lieu of expulsion. In 2015-2016 one attended
by choice. In 2016-2017, two students attended by agreement of parent and school. During the
2017-2018 school year, two students attended CNC in lieu of expulsion. No students were sent during
the 2018-2019 or 2019-2020 school years.
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Just over 10% of our student population is enrolled in Special Education. There was a significant
increase from 2012-2013 to 2013-2014 almost doubling the population. Students with special needs are
served through the communication program, multi-categorical, and the special education inclusion
classrooms. During the 2013-2014 school year life skills students had their own teacher rather than a
shared teacher from Tri-West High School as was the case the prior year. These students are in a
self-contained life skills class, these numbers are increasing from five in 2013-2014 to six in 2014-2015,
seven in 2015-2106, eight in 2016-2017, seven in 2017-18, but reduced to four in 2018-19. In
2019-2020, there were six Life Skills students in the class. We have two resource teachers, one Life
Skills teacher, and four instructional assistants who provide the needed services for our special
education students. The corporation has a hearing specialist, occupational therapist, physical therapist,
teacher for the deaf and hard of hearing, and vision specialist who provide services for students at
TWMS. In addition, the corporation is a member of the Boone, Clinton, North West Hendricks Joint
Services which provides various schools in these counties specialized services.
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Tri-West Middle School has very few students who receive educational services under Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. During the last three years, less than 2% of the total student enrollment
has been eligible for 504 services. For the 2011-2012 school year, five students received services under
Section 504. For the 2014-2015 school year, 12 students received 504 services. The 2016-2017 school
year had 14 students, 18 for the 2017-18 school year, 22 for 2018-19 and 19 for 19-20.
Retention at Tri-West Middle School is a rare occurrence. A student, who performs low, receiving four
or more failing grades in the core subjects, may be assigned instead of being promoted to the next grade.
Our average number of students assigned each year varies from 3% to 8%. One 7th grader was retained
in 2018-19 due to parental request.  No students were retained after the 2019-2020 school year.
Our high ability program is Learner Enrichment and Academic Program (LEAP). In the past, the
number of students at Tri-West Middle School who participate in LEAP averaged 15% to 20%. The
2013-2014 school year saw a jump in enrollment due to the fact that there were two eighth grade honors
Language Arts classes compared with one in the past. The 2015-2016 school year saw a jump in
enrollment for the 8th grade because there were two honors Language Arts classes and two honors
Algebra classes. Now percent of students in LEAP exceeds 30% With the new high ability label the
state has given the program we have enriched our academic course offerings in Math, Language Arts,
Science, Social Studies (Current Events), Technology (Engineering Design), and Spanish I.
The LEAP program was redefined in 2019-20, which will alter our enrollment in this program in the
coming years. A small number of primary school students have been identified as high ability and are
on an accelerated plan which will see them learning two grade levels ahead of the rest of the class. This
means that in a few years, these students will be participating in classes a grade level ahead of their
peers. 6th grade high ability students will take 7th grade honors math and language arts, and when they
reach 8th grade, they will take courses at the high school.
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Tri-West Middle School operates on a seven period day. The school day begins at 8:30 A.M. and
concludes at 3:30 P.M. The average class size ranges from a low in the teens, in exploratory classes, to
a high approaching 40, with most classes having an enrollment in the upper 20’s. Special Education
inclusion classes have an average of 5 special education students per class period. These figures
represent a student to teacher ratio that allows resource teachers or instructional assistants the
opportunity to work with students one on one during activity time.
The average student load per teacher varies from department to department with a high in the 330s in
Technology Education, Health & Wellness, and Visual Art to a low in the 30s in 8th grade high school
credit optional classes, offered during the school day.. Resource teachers have fewer students, but this is
due to more “hands on” activities and the need for more individualized instruction.
Students generally perform well and achieve high academic marks at Tri-West Middle School. Tri-West
grades student work using a standard 4.0 scale. Beginning with the 2010-2011 school year, the following
grading scale is used at Tri-West Middle School:
100% = A+
93% - 99% = A
90% - 92% = A88% - 89% = B+

83% - 87% = B
80% - 82% = B78% - 79% = C+
73% - 77% = C
70% - 72% = C-
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68% - 69% = D+
63% - 67% = D
60% - 62% = DBelow 60%= F

Students perform well and are recognized for their superior and outstanding work on the High Honor
Roll and Regular Honor Roll. Prior to the grading scale change on average, 40% of the students make
honor roll. An increase of nearly 20% across the board was shown with the implementation of the new
grading scale, raising the percentage into the sixties nearly every quarter. A slight drop below this
average is observed during the second and fourth quarters. This has been attributed to apathy among the
students. However, at least 50% of the students on the honor roll is noteworthy.

Summary of ILEARN 2020
ILEARN tests were not administered in 2020
Summary of ILEARN 2019
Overall, the school was pleased with the ILEARN passing percentages as all were well ahead of state
averages. In sixth grade, we had passing rates of 67% in language arts, 68% in math, and 66% in
science. In 7th grade, we had passing rates of 75% in language arts, and 61% in math. In 8th grade, we
had passing rates of 77% in language arts and 60% in math. It was interesting to note that the language
arts scores increased from 6th to 7th and 8th, while math scores did the opposite.
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Summary of ISTEP+ College and Career Ready Standards Test 2018
ISTEP 2017-18 passing rates for sixth grade have sixth grade at 78% or higher in all tested subjects,
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, and Science. Seventh grade passing rates are all at 78% or higher
in the tested subjects of English/Language Arts and Social Studies. We had an exceptional increase in
our 7th grade math scores with an increase from 66% to 75% passing. In eighth grade, the highest
passing rates were in 2016 with English/Language Arts at 82 and Mathematics at 80.
ISTEP 2016, English/Language Arts percentage of mastery scores have TWMS sixth graders scoring
consistently across the board in all areas at 74.84% with a slight drop in Writing: Conventions of
Standard English at 73.58%. The 7th grade top master score was Reading: Nonfiction, Vocabulary, and
Media Literacy at 79.29% with the low percentage in Reading: Literature and Vocabulary 75.71%.
Eighth grade scored lowest in Reading: Nonfiction, Vocabulary, and Media Literacy at 80.82, with the
rest of the standards at a consistent 82.24. There was very little indication of an outlying score.
In math, our highest scores were Algebra and Functions at 77.99% for 6th grade, Mathematical Process
at 75% for 7th grade, and Geometry and Measurement at 82.24% for 8th grade. This variance of topics
can also be seen on our lower scores being Mathematical Process at 76.2% in 6ht grade, Number Sense
and Computation at 73.57 for 7th, and Algebra and Functions at 77.73% for 8th grade.
Sixth grade students’ Science Percent Mastery scores in all Content Areas and Academic Standards was
at 82% which was a considerable drop from the previous year.. Seventh grade students’ Social Studies
Percent Mastery scores in Content Areas and Academic Standards revealed a drop from 83% to 81%.
Summary of ISTEP+ College and Career Ready Standards Test 2017
ISTEP 2016-2017 passing rates for sixth grade have sixth grade at 84% or higher in all tested subjects,
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, and Science. Seventh grade passing rates are all at 82% or higher
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in the tested subjects of English/Language Arts and Social Studies. The exception for seventh grade was
Mathematics, with the passing rate at 66% in 2017. In eighth grade, the highest passing rates were in
2016 with English/Language Arts at 77.5 and Mathematics at 77.5.
ISTEP 2016, English/Language Arts percentage of mastery scores have TWMS sixth graders scoring
highest in Writing: Genres, Writing Process, and Media Literacy with 86.96% and second highest in
Writing Conventions of Standard English, at 86.23%. Seventh grade scored highest in Reading
Nonfiction-Vocabulary-Media Literacy with 82.67% and second highest in Reading
Literature-Vocabulary at 82%. In eighth grade, highest scores were in Reading Literature-Vocabulary
at 78.87% and second highest in Reading Nonfiction-Vocabulary-Media Literacy at 77.46%.
Sixth grade scored lowest in Reading Literature-Vocabulary and Reading Nonfiction-Vocabulary-Media
Literacy at 85.51%. Seventh grade scored lowest in Writing Conventions of Standard English at 80%.
Eighth grade scored lowest in Writing: Genres, Writing Process, and Research Process  and Writing
Conventions of Standard English at 76.76.
Sixth grade students’ Science Percent Mastery scores in all Content Areas and Academic Standards
improved from Spring 2016-Spring 2017, from 90% to 91%. Seventh grade students’ Social Studies
Percent Mastery scores in Content Areas and Academic Standards revealed a drop from 88% to 83% of
1% in the area of Geography from Spring 2016 to Spring 2017.
Summary of ISTEP+ College and Career Ready Standards Test 2016
ISTEP 2015-2016 passing rates for sixth grade have sixth grade at 80% or higher in all tested subjects,
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, and Science. Seventh grade passing rates are all at 80% or higher
in the tested subjects of English/Language Arts and Social Studies. The exception for seventh grade was
Mathematics, with the passing rate at 70% in 2015 and 69% in 2016. In eighth grade, the highest
passing rates were in 2016 with English/Language Arts at 76.3 and Mathematics at 72.1.
Tracking cohort groups, revealed the sixth grade Class of 2021 improving their passing rate from 2015
to 2016 in English/LA, from 84.4 to 84.8, but slightly decreasing in Mathematics from 70% in 2015 to
69% in 2016. The seventh grade Class of 2020’s passing rate in English/LA decreased from 2015 to
2016 moving from 82.7% to 76.3%, but improved in Mathematics from 70% in 2015 to 72.1 in 2016.
ISTEP 2016, English/Language Arts percentage of mastery scores have TWMS sixth graders scoring
highest in Reading Nonfiction-Vocabulary-Media Literacy with 85.71% and tying for second highest in
Writing Genres-Writing Process-Research Process and Writing Conventions of Standard English, b oth
at 84.42%. Seventh grade also scored highest in Reading Nonfiction-Vocabulary-Media Literacy with
86.21% and second highest in Reading Literature-Vocabulary at 85.53%. In eighth grade, highest
scores were in Writing Conventions of Standard English at 77.70% and second highest in Reading
Nonfiction-Vocabulary-Media Literacy a t 76.35%.
Sixth grade scored lowest in Reading Literature-Vocabulary at 83.77%. Seventh grade scored lowest in
Writing Conventions of Standard English at 83.45. Eighth grade scored lowest in Writing
Genres-Writing Process-Research Process a t 75.00%.
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ISTEP 2016, Mathematics percentage of mastery scores have TWMS sixth graders scoring highest in
both Data Analysis-Statistics and Mathematical Process at 80.52% and second highest in both Number
Sense-Computation and Geometry-Measurement at 79.87%. Seventh grade scored highest in both
Geometry-Measurement and Data Analysis-Statistics-Probability at 69.66% and second highest in
Number Sense-Computation at 68.97%. In eighth grade students scored highest in
Geometry-Measurement at 74.32 and second highest in Algebra-Functions at 72.30%.
Sixth grade scored lowest in Algebra-Functions at 79.22%. Seventh grade also scored lowest in
Algebra-Functions at 64.83. Eighth grade scored lowest in Mathematical Process at 68.24%.
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Disaggregated ISTEP Data by Grade
Grade 6
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Disaggregated ISTEP Data by Grade
Grade 6
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Disaggregated ISTEP Data by Grade
Grade 7
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Disaggregated ISTEP Data by Grade
Grade 7
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Disaggregated ISTEP Data by Grade
Grade 8
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End of Course Assessment (ECA)/ISTEP
Biology began testing with a pilot test the 2009-2010 school year. High school Biology ECA is offered
for the eighth grade students enrolled in this course. These students earn high school credit and also
take the state ECA tests. Biology saw an increase from 83% in 2013 to 90% in 2014, with a drop in
2015. For the 2015-2016 school year, ECA was changed to Grade 10 Math ISTEP at the end of 10th
grade, thus the eighth graders were no longer tested. On the biology ECA for 2017, 97.1% of 8th
graders passed the assessment. However, during the 2017-2018 school year it was not made available to
these students. For 2018-19, 81% of our students passed this assessment which was well above the state
average at 38%

ECA Tests were not given in 2020.

Summary of INSPECT -Benchmark Testing
In an effort to prepare students for the new ILEARN, the school has moved to using the INSPECT
Benchmark Testing for math and language arts across all three grade levels. These tests are given
quarterly to monitor student progress towards achieving proficiency at state standards. First quarter, the
students take the Orange test, the Green in second, and third is Pink. The tests were intended to indicate
test readiness, and when compared to our ILEARN scores.
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2019-2020
This school year was a learning one for the teachers as ways to put the benchmark testing data to use in
the classroom were explored. It was discovered that the testing was a very good indication of student
performance on ILEARN and the continued used of the testing was confirmed.
For the Orange fall testing, the math teachers decided to better match the testing to the curriculum they
were teaching and each created new tests. Scores for both 6th and 8th were significantly improved,
however the 7th grade were not. Once the ILEARN scores were released, the math teachers have
reevaluated and may return to using the benchmark tests as provided. The Green test stayed consistent
for the 6th grade, with 7th improving considerably and 8th dropping considerably. More discussion is
needed on how to proceed. Pink Tests were not given in spring of 2020.
The language arts continued with the pre-made benchmarks, and instead, made adjustments to the
curriculum which was taught. 6th grade scores on Green and Orange tests remained consistent with the
previous years. 7th grade was slightly lower, while 8th Orange were lower and Green were higher. Pink
Tests were not given in spring of 2020. As there are no ILEARN scores for 2019-20 to compare to, no
changes will be made for the future of the language arts tests.
REPLACE WITH GRAPH:
Math

Orange

Green

6

68%

68%

7

17%

38%

8

75%

20%

6

53%

86%

7

64%

66%

8

65%

75%

ELA

Pink Tests were not given in spring of 2020.

2018-2019
In 6th grade, the language arts scores showed a proficiency rate of 51% for the Orange, 87% for Green,
and 77% for Pink. These scores tracked a bit higher than our ILEARN passing rate of 67%. The math,
however, was considerably lower for INSPECT than ILEARN (42% Orange, 30% Green, 27% Pink,
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68% ILEARN) However, the INSPECT test was not very well aligned with the curriculum and
adjustments are being made for the new school year.
The 7th grade language arts scores correlated very closely with the ILEARN results. On the Orange,
70% of students were proficient. Green was 68%, and Pink was 74%. The ILEARN passing rate was
75%. For math, the scores were low as the 6th grade where (Orange 37%, Green 38%, Pink 41%), and
again, the ILEARN were considerably higher, 61%.
In 8th grade, the math scores were again lower for INSPECT with 29% Orange, 23% Green, and 54%
Pink, and the ILEARN passing rate at 60%. Language Arts was closer to the ILEARN scores with
Orange at 76%, Green at 65%, and 67%, but 8th grade had our highest ILEARN pass percentage at 77%.
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NWEA Testing
Tri-West is a member of the Northwest Evaluation Association and gives the NWEA Measures of
Academic Progress (MAP) computerized assessment once each fall and spring. The North West
Hendricks School Corporation began testing in Fall 2000 with the NWEA program. The test is
administered to all students in grades three through nine to assess student growth in Language Arts,
Reading, and Mathematics. The items covered on the test coincide with the state proficiency standards.
By using our computer technology to administer the tests, students spend only 3 hours in the testing
cycle. These tests are also given during the actual classes that the tests cover. This not only gives the
students immediate feedback on their performance, but also the teacher. This immediate feedback
allows the teacher to recognize where students are in their knowledge and adjust their teaching and
lessons accordingly. By giving this test twice a year (fall and spring) as well as the fact that students are
given this test from the third grade to ninth grade, allows educators to track a student’s strengths,
weaknesses, and progress. This also allows problem areas to be identified and addressed with
appropriate interventions. Starting with the 2016-2017 school year, NWEA was administered three
times a year. The winter, mid-year, test was added.
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NWEA Testing 2015-2018 Summary of Results
Cohort Groups: Fall 2015 to Spring 2018
From Fall 2015 to Spring 2018, NWEA RIT scores show improvement for cohort groups from year to
year and for every group from fall to spring, in all subjects Mathematics, Language Arts, and Reading.
The Class of 2022, from sixth grade to eighth grade from Fall 2015 to Spring 2018, shows an increase of
21.9 average points in Mathematics, an increase of 8.4 average points in Language Arts, and an increase
of 11.6 average points for Reading. The Class of 2023 from sixth grade, Fall 2015 to seventh grade,
Spring 2018, shows an increase of 11.4 average points in Mathematics, an increase of 5.1 average points
in Language Arts, and an increase of 6.5 average points in Reading.
Grade Level Groups, 6-8, Fall 2017 to Spring 2018
From Fall 2015 to Spring 2016, sixth grade improved by 9.8 average points in Mathematics, improved
6.1 average points in Language Arts, and improved 7.1 average points in Reading. Seventh grade
improved 4 average points in Mathematics, improved 2.4 average points in Language Arts, and
improved 3.6 average points in Reading. Eighth grade improved 9 average points in Mathematics,
improved 3.3 average points in language Arts, and improved 10 average points in Reading.
NWEA Language Arts and Mathematics Specific Skills Summary for Fall 2017 to Spring 2018
As expected, NWEA scores did increase across all grade levels and content area from Fall 2017 to
Spring 201. Specifically, in Language arts, 6th grade showed the most growth in all three Reading
categories of Literature, Nonfiction, and Vocabulary. All three jumped an average of almost 7 pts
across the board. Understanding and Editing Mechanics showed the least growth with a 4 point
increase. Strong gains were made in mathematics with the greatest growth being in Data Analysis,
Statistics and Probability, where a 13 point growth was made. Although still strong, Algebra and
Functions showed the least growth with a 10 point gain. In seventh grade Language arts, Literature and
Nonfiction once again showed the most growth with 6 point gains in both. Editing Mechanics showed
the least growth improving by 3 points in 7th grade. Number Sense showed the best growth in 7th grade
math, improving by 10 points. Algebra Functions showed the least growth with a 5 point increase. The
trend of growth continued in 8th grade language arts with Literature and Nonfiction increasing by 8
points from Fall to Spring. Understanding, Edit for Grammar, Usage showed the smallest growth,
scoring in the same range. In 8th grade math, Algebra and Functions and Data Analysis, Statistics, and
Probability both grew by more than 11 points. Computation showed growth, but came in with the least
amount of growth at 7 more points.
NWEA Testing 2014-2017 Summary of Results
Cohort Groups: Fall 2014 to Spring 2017
From Fall 2014 to Spring 2017, NWEA RIT scores show improvement for cohort groups from year to
year and for every group from fall to spring, in all subjects Mathematics, Language Arts, and Reading.
The Class of 2021, from sixth grade to eighth grade from Fall 2014 to Spring 2017, shows an increase of
20.3 average points in Mathematics, an increase of 7.5 average points in Language Arts, and an increase
of 11.7 average points for Reading. The Class of 2020 from seventh grade, Fall 2014 to eighth grade,
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Spring 2017, shows an increase of 13.9 average points in Mathematics, an increase of 7.7 average points
in Language Arts, and an increase of 5.6 average points in Reading.
Grade Level Groups, 6-8, Fall 2016 to Spring 2017
From Fall 2015 to Spring 2016, sixth grade improved by 11.3 average points in Mathematics, improved
4.5 average points in Language Arts, and improved 6.9 average points in Reading. Seventh grade
improved 7.1 average points in Mathematics, improved 3.3 average points in Language Arts, and
improved 5.8 average points in Reading. Eighth grade improved 9.7 average points in Mathematics,
improved .9 average points in language Arts, and improved 8.9 average points in Reading.
NWEA Language Arts and Mathematics Specific Skills Summary for Fall 2016 to Spring 2017
As expected, NWEA scores did increase across all grade levels and content area from Fall 2016 to
Spring 2017. Specifically, in Language arts, 6th grade showed the most growth in all three Reading
categories of Literature, Nonfiction, and Vocabulary. All three jumped an average of almost 7 pts
across the board. Understanding and Editing Mechanics showed the least growth with a 4 point
increase. Strong gains were made in mathematics with the greatest growth being in Data Analysis,
Statistics and Probability, where a 13 point growth was made. Although still strong, Algebra and
Functions showed the least growth with a 10 point gain. In seventh grade Language arts, Literature and
Nonfiction once again showed the most growth with 6 point gains in both. Editing Mechanics showed
the least growth improving by 3 points in 7th grade. Number Sense showed the best growth in 7th grade
math, improving by 10 points. Algebra Functions showed the least growth with a 5 point increase. The
trend of growth continued in 8th grade language arts with Literature and Nonfiction increasing by 8
points from Fall to Spring. Understanding, Edit for Grammar, Usage showed the smallest growth,
scoring in the same range. In 8th grade math, Algebra and Functions and Data Analysis, Statistics, and
Probability both grew by more than 11 points. Computation showed growth, but came in with the least
amount of growth at 7 more points.
NWEA Testing 2013-2016 Summary of Results
Cohort Groups: Fall 2013 to Spring 2016
From Fall 2013 to Spring 2016, NWEA RIT scores show improvement for cohort groups from year to
year and for every group from fall to spring, in all subjects Mathematics, Language Arts, and Reading.
The Class of 2020, from sixth grade to eighth grade from Fall 2013 to Spring 2016, shows an increase of
19.9 average points in Mathematics, an increase of 8.2 average points in Language Arts, and an increase
of 13.0 average points for Reading. The Class of 2019 from seventh grade, Fall 2013 to eighth grade,
Spring 2015, shows an increase of 10.0 average points in Mathematics, an increase of 3.4 average points
in Language Arts, and an increase of 8.2 average points in Reading.
Grade Level Groups, 6-8, Fall 2015 to Spring 2016
From Fall 2015 to Spring 2016, sixth grade improved by 9.6 average points in Mathematics, improved
4.9 average points in Language Arts, and improved 11.0 average points in Reading. Seventh grade
improved 8.1 average points in Mathematics, improved 3.9 average points in Language Arts, and
improved 5.3 average points in Reading. Eighth grade improved 8.6 average points in Mathematics,
improved 4.0 average points in language Arts, and improved 6.5 average points in Reading.
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NWEA Language Arts and Mathematics Specific Skills Strengths and Weaknesses
NWEA Language Arts, Reading, and Mathematics specific skills scores for school wide goals of
Informational Reading and Problem Solving h ave no direct category results reported in the Fall 2015 to
Spring 2016 NWEA Testing results as in years past. As of Fall 2015, the best correlating categories of
which to report our results are Nonfiction for Informational Reading and Data Analysis, Statistics and
Probability for Problem Solving. All grade levels show improvement from Fall 2015 to Spring 2016 in
the areas of Nonfiction a nd Data Analysis Statistics and Probability. Sixth grade improved 10.7 average
points in Nonfiction and 10.6 average points in Data Analysis Statistics and Probability. Seventh grade
improved 10.1 average points in Nonfiction and 6.6 average points in Data Analysis Statistics and
Probability. Eighth grade improved 8.9 average points in Nonfiction and 6.5 average points in Data
Analysis Statistics and Probability. Cohort groups will be followed after this year under the new
categories of Nonfiction and Data Analysis Statistics and Probability.
NWEA Testing 2012-2015 Summary of Results
Cohort Groups: Fall 2012 to Spring 2015
From Fall 2012 to Spring 2015, NWEA RIT scores show improvement for cohort groups from year to
year and for every group from fall to spring, in all subjects, Mathematics, Language Arts, and Reading.
The Class of 2019, from sixth grade to eighth grade from fall 2012 to spring 2015, shows an increase of
14.4 average points in Mathematics, an increase of 7.5 average points in Language Arts, and an increase
of 9.2 average points for Reading. The Class of 2018, from seventh grade, fall of 2012, to eighth grade,
spring of 2014, shows an increase of 9.6 average points in Mathematics, an increase of 5.7 average
points in Language Arts, and an increase of 6.9 average points in Reading.
Grade Level Groups, 6-8: Fall 2014 to Spring 2015
From Fall 2014 to Spring 2015, sixth grade improved by 7.9 average points in Mathematics, improved
6.4 average points in Language Arts, and improved 8.9 average points in Reading. Seventh grade
improved 4.3 average points in Mathematics, improved 2.7 average points in Language Arts, and
improved 1.2 average points in Reading. Eighth grade improved 2.5 average points in Mathematics,
improved 1.2 average points in Language Arts, and down 3.3 average points in Reading. This loss of
improvement could be due to the change of the eighth LA teacher, mid-year.
NWEA Language Arts and Mathematics Specific Skills Strengths and Weaknesses
NWEA Language Arts, Reading and Mathematics specific skills scores for school wide goals of
Problem Solving, Informational Reading, and Vocabulary show improvement from Fall 2014 to Spring
2015 at every grade level with the exception of eighth grade Informational Reading and Vocabulary,
most probably due to a change of the LA teacher mid-way through the year. Sixth grade improved 9.2
average points in Problem Solving, 7.8 average points in Informational Reading, and 8.5 points in
Vocabulary. Seventh grade improved 4.8 average points in Problem Solving, 3 average points in
Informational Reading, and 2.5 points in Vocabulary. Eighth grade improved .5 average points in
Problem Solving, and were down a slight 1.1 average points in Informational Reading, and down .1
points in Vocabulary. Tracking the Class of 2019 from Fall 2012 to Spring 2015, in these same specific
areas, shows the cohort group improving across the board. From Fall 2012-Spring 2015, the Class of
2019 moved from an average score of 223 to 235.5 in Problem Solving, 2 00 to 222.2 in Informational
Reading, and 199 to 224.0 in Vocabulary
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NWEA RIT Scores – Mathematics

NWEA RIT Scores – Language Usage
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NWEA RIT Scores – Reading
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Instructional Data
Tri-West Middle School opened in January 2003, splitting from the high school to form its own staff and
procedures. It now operates independently from the high school with three shared staff members
(Instrumental Music, Vocal Music, and Spanish). Tri-West Middle School divides the school year into
two semesters with each semester divided into two nine-week grading periods. The school day consists
of seven forty-eight minute periods, a 25-minute lunch, and an 18-minute advisory period called PRIDE.
The advisory program has a grade level curriculum developed the previous school year by grade level
teachers. Prior to the 2016-2017 school year, our final period of the day for most students consisted of a
Learning Center. This period gave teachers an opportunity to work with students in a variety of ways
including organization and study skills as well as subject area tutoring and assistance. In 2016-2017,
this period was changed to Success Period. This period allows the students to be divided into
remediation (LA and Math) and enrichment groups. In 2018-2019 Success period will be offered for 12
weeks for our 6th graders and year round for our 8th graders that are not taking Spanish or Intro to
Engineering. The grade levels are using various approaches to this class including a variety of rotation
periods to allow enrichment students to experience the various offerings.
Tri-West has grade level teams for grades 6 - 8. The sixth grade students have an opportunity to choose
between regular or honors reading, English, and math. They are required to also take Science and Social
Studies year round. The students have a semester each of STEM and Health and Wellness. They must
choose between band, choir, or a rotation of class, which includes; art, technology, and success period.
The seventh grade students have an opportunity to choose between Regular or Honors
English/Literature, Regular Math 7 or Honors Math 7, and Band, Choir, Leadership, or Career
Exploration. Seventh graders also take a semester of Health/Wellness and STEM. The eighth grade
students have an opportunity to take Regular or Honors English/Literature, Biology or General Science,
Pre-Algebra, or Algebra, and Band, Choir, Studio Art, Music Appreciation, or Current Problems, Issues,
& Events. Our eighth graders also take a year of PE 9. Eighth graders not in band or choir take a year
long course titled Current Problems, Issues, and Events. In addition, there is one section each of
Engineering Design, Spanish I, and Honors History (not offered 2015-2016, 2016-2017, and 2017-2018
school years due to lack of students taking the course) offered to the 8th graders during Success Period.
A copy of the full Course Description guide can be found on our school webpage at
www.hendricks.k12.in.us, under the “TWMS Parent tab”.
The eighth grade students may receive high school credit for successful competition of Biology, honors
English/Literature, Pre-Algebra/Algebra Enrichment, Algebra, Studio Art, Current Problems, Issues, &
Events, Spanish, Engineering Design, Music Appreciation, and PE 9.
The course description guide for middle school classes is located in the guidance office, the principal’s
office, and the district administration center. Posted in the classrooms are Indiana Academic Standards
Posters. Either posted in the classroom or noted in lesson plans are the current standards which are
being addressed.
Tri-West Middle School tested the students with Acuity, during the 2014-2015 school year, to measure
the new College and Career Readiness Standards. Teachers had the opportunity to use the Acuity
program to work on skills and standards that can be tailored to meet individual student needs. Due to
the fact Acuity was not offered free, it was not continued after the 2014-2015 school year. NWEA
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continued to be used to provide data. Starting with the 2018-2019 school year, NWEA was longer be
taken at Tri-West Middle School. Instead, INSPECT was used as a source of instructional data.
All grade levels have been using ALEKS (Assessment and Learning in Knowledge Spaces) from
McGraw-Hill Education to help assess and enhance student understanding of mathematical skills.
Tri-West Middle School offers several co-curricular activities for our students. Sporting activities for
the boys include: cross country, football, basketball, swimming, wrestling, and track. Sporting
activities for the girls include: cross country, cheerleading, volleyball, swimming, basketball, and track.
Other co-curricular opportunities for students include the student council, marching band, color guard,
thespians, FCA (Fellowship of Christian Athletes), spell bowl, super bowl, school yearbook, and school
YouTube Channel – (The Paw Print). At least 83% of our students are involved in some type of
co-curricular activity at Tri-West Middle School which is a significant increase over prior years.. When
surveyed about participation in any type of activity, in or out of school, the percentages jump to the
nineties. Numbers increased during the 2016-2017 school year because there was a school play offered
that was not the year before.  No data is available for 2019-20 due to Covid.
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The Tri-West Middle School Media Center tries to fill the void created by the lack of a community
library. This void is filled by encouraging and providing recreational reading while supporting the
school curriculum. The library offers students and staff recreational books, research books, and online
resources including our current ebook library of 186 titles, and links to thousands more through World
Book Encyclopedia Online and Indiana Department of Education’s MyOn program.
Each teacher sends students to the media center for educational purposes as well as recreational reading.
In addition, Reading and Language Arts teachers take their classes to the media center weekly to allow
students an opportunity to check out books to read. During the 2019-20 school year, the media center
had 6,092 books checked out for research and reading. The number of books purchased during this
same time was 225, which brings our collection up to 9,350 volumes. Each year a Scholastic book fair
is conducted in the media center to allow additional books being purchased.
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COMMUNITY DATA
The vision of Tri-West Middle School is “with an emphasis on personal relationships and individualized
learning, our 6-8 learners will develop into the most sought after candidates for colleges/universities, the
workforce, the military, or apprenticeships. The school has been able to communicate the vision,
mission, and belief statements to students, teachers, parents, and the community through technology.
As a small rural school district, we must take great care to maximize every dollar invested in
technology. Our community can take great pride in the work North West Hendricks School Corporation
(NWHSC) has done to develop a technology program over the past decade. Achieving this goal means
adding necessary equipment and software (either by purchasing or upgrading), while developing a sound
future-oriented infrastructure. Significant effort has been made to infuse each building with a
comparable level of technology so that information and applications are shared. We view the entire
NWHSC as a single learning environment rather than four separate school entities.
Beginning the 2018-2019 school year, students at the secondary level, grades 6-12, received a
chromebook as part of their textbook rental fee. This will lower the number of fully equipped labs from
three down to one. Tri-West Middle School added a STEM lab and the 2020-21 school year will be the
third year for STEM class. There will be ten working desktop computers in this lab. In addition, the
media center will keep ten desktops in the lab, plus four throughout the library for students to use.
Additionally, the school’s two wireless mobile laptop labs will be discontinued with the addition of our
1:1 initiative. This distributed access model has been adopted to provide maximum flexibility for staff
and students as they learn and use 21st century digital-age skills to empower learning. Everyone agrees
if you want to use a computer in the building, one is available. Although, there are times during the year
when all labs are booked and access is difficult. We have been using Schoology for three years for our
Learning Management System (LMS) as we begin building our District wide eLearning environment.
Google classroom is also used by multiple teachers in various grade levels. Prior to the 2017-2018
school year, we brought Five-Star on board to help with all of our technology needs.
During the course of the 2013-2014 school year, teachers were encouraged to explore using BYOD as
they see fit in their classrooms. We had this program in place for six years and it did work well.
Having said that, teachers were excited to move to a 1:1 initiative, where students and staff will all have
the same type of device. The first year of chrome books was certainly a success. This one-to-one
program made the transition to at home learning in the spring of 2020 much easier on staff and students..
All staff members began using Google Classroom in 2020-21. All grade levels have been using ALEKS
(Assessment and Learning in Knowledge Spaces) from McGraw-Hill Education to help assess and
enhance student understanding of mathematical skills. Starting the 2018-2019 school year, content area
teachers began using INSPECT via our PIVOT technology systems. This will help monitor and track
data for our students.
We moved towards digital Student Led Conferences through Schoology during the second semester of
the 2017-2018 school year. Students used the program to create online portfolios which can be
reflected on and shared with parents either at school or at home. Parents indicated that they would
prefer to be able to meet with students in their own time, and the students have the tech savvy to be able
to work with digital curriculum. All in all the first year of student led digital conferences went well. In
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year two, improvements were made and parents still liked the idea of meeting at their leisure with their
student. We will continue to look for ways to improve the process for our students and parents.
Tri-West has a number of active partnerships with local businesses and community leaders. Our
Curriculum Advisory Council (CAC) and subcommittees that make up the committee, e.g.. Technology,
Health, and AIDS Advisory has a blend of school personnel, local businesses, parents, and community
leaders. More specifically, we work closely with the State Bank of Lizton, the North Salem State Bank;
Union, Middle, and Eel River Township Fire and Rescue Departments, Pittsboro and Lizton United
Methodist Churches, North Salem Christian Church, Kiwanis, etc. These partners assist us by providing
guest speakers, facilities, and other resources, which help us with developing specific units of instruction
related to Indiana’s Academic Standards.
Tri-West Middle School allows the community to use the facilities for training and social functions.
The Lizton Fire Department and the Hendricks County Sheriff’s Departments have used classrooms
recently to train personnel. Many local service club organizations, e.g. 4-H, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts,
Purdue County Extension office, Hendricks County Leadership, Kiwanis, Indiana Wesleyan University,
softball, baseball, etc. use the facilities for meetings, etc. It should be noted TWMS works
collaboratively with Rose Hulman to allow our students to access their homework help line.
Additionally, the school corporation’s move to hold two meetings per year with the local churches has
allowed the administrative team at Tri-West to share events at each of these meetings.
In 1993, Tri-West joined more than 2000 Renaissance Schools in the United States that are breaking
through the paradigms of today’s educational system by offering numerous recognition and incentive
programs to reward both student and staff performance. The primary goal of this national staff and
student incentive program is to motivate students to attain a higher level of academic success. In
partnership with the business community, the entire staff of Tri-West Middle School strives to produce
educated, responsible, and productive citizens. Using established traditions and positive values as a
foundation, we have implemented a new philosophy to transform Tri-West Middle School into a true
Renaissance school committed to “Excellence in Education.” Over the past eleven years, we have met
our goal of recognizing 100% of students and staff each school year.
Over the course of the last few years, two staff members have received national recognition by Jostens
Renaissance. Ron Ward, former principal of Tri-West Middle School, was made a member of the
Renaissance Hall of Fame. In addition, Gina Whitaker a current teacher at TWMS, was named one of
only 5 Educators of the year by Jostens.
For the past thirteen years we have recognized 100% of our students in the areas of high-five luncheons,
student of the month, honor roll, and perfect attendance. We also recognize 100% of our staff members
in various ways, e.g. peer recognition, school board awards, high five luncheons, etc. During the last
several years, staff members have made presentations about Tri-West Middle School’s Renaissance
Program during national conferences. Renaissance and PRIDE were also the topics of a presentation
made by a group from Tri-West Middle School at the National Schools To Watch Conference in
Washington, D.C. during the summer of 2011, 2014, and 2017. We missed our 100% target for 2020-21
due to Covid, and our trip to the Schools to Watch conference was canceled.
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Beginning with the 2009-2010 school year, Tri-West implemented a daily random acts of kindness
program. This program is for staff to recognize students going above and beyond everyday courtesies.
Students recognized were entered into a daily drawing for prizes. The decrease in the percentage of
students recognized for the random acts of kindness can be attributed to the fact that expectations for
student behavior increased and common courtesy acts are expected rather than rewarded.
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Tri-West has been awarded the Four Star School Award from the Indiana Department of Education eight
of the last fourteen years. Our most recent Four Star School Award was received for the 2016-2017
school year. We were also designated a National and State School To Watch in 2011 and were
re-designated in 2014, 2017, and 2020.
There have been some unusual events the past few years that have influenced or will possibly influence
the communities and schools:
● There has been some fluctuation in community service clubs in the district during this period of
time, e.g. North West Hendricks Kiwanis, Tri-Pointe Optimist Club, Lions Clubs, Homemakers
Club, and Sororities.
● There have been major movements in town development. Pittsboro continues to develop
housing additions (The Reserve, Jefferson Park, and Whispering Heights). Developers are lined
up at the Pittsboro planning meetings with numerous building plans, upwards of 1000 new
homes are in the planning for the next 5 to 8 years. Lizton is now served by the Indianapolis
Water Company.
● The most recent building program included renovations to the high school with a new
auditorium and secondary gymnasium. Pittsboro has a new primary school that houses students
in K-2.
● We are also in the earliest stages of potential construction/improvements on our outdoor
facilities, parking flow, bus routes, etc.
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Several parent and community organizations encourage and support the students and staff at Tri-West
Middle School. The PRIDE Parent Group (PPG) works with the middle school teachers to assist them
and organize activities for middle school students. This group assists with PRIDE (Advisory) activities
by offering their assistance at PRIDE events and planning periodic parties in the PRIDE rooms. The
PPG has been instrumental in planning an activity each month for the middle school students, e.g.
dances, movie nights, spring carnival, etc. The PPG also assists with both the fall and spring book fairs
in the media center.
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STW Information & Self Evaluation Rubric Results
Tri-West Middle School was initially designated as a State and National “Schools to Watch” during the
spring semester of 2011. Every three years, we are required to apply for re-designation to see if we
continue to meet the standards set forth by the National Forum. Fortunately, Tri-West Middle School
was re-designated in 2014, 2017, and 2020. After each designation, staff members have attended the
National Conference in Washington DC and presented building level initiatives that we felt other
schools would benefit from. We also have the chance to speak with local officials and advocate for
middle school education. Unfortunately, due to the COVOD virus, the STW conference was canceled
during the summer of 2020.
Schools to Watch (STW): The National Forum has identified a list of criteria to describe
high-performing schools that serve students in the middle grades. Such schools are academically
excellent, responsive to the developmental changes of young adolescents, and socially equitable, with
high expectations for all students. In collaboration with AMLE, NAESP, NASSP, and the Learning
Forward, The National Forum piloted its Schools to Watch State program in 2002, providing extensive
training to middle-grades leaders in California, Georgia, and North Carolina and equipping them to run
STW programs in their states. Since then the Schools to Watch Program has expanded to over 20 states,
including Indiana.
The following paragraphs include a synopsis of Tri-West Middle School and our strategies in each of
the four areas required by the National Forum to become a “Schools to Watch”. These paragraphs were
updated in full during our re-designation process in October of 2019. We were once again recognized as
a Schools to Watch upon completion of our site visit.
Academic Excellence
AE1. Tri-West Middle School prides itself on its dedication to a set of high academic standards for all
students. Through a systematic approach to school improvement and personal desire to improve,
faculty and staff strive to find ways to increase student achievement across the curriculum. The school
has been recognized by the state with Four Star School status eleven times. The school’s test scores
are well above state average and rank high in a very competitive Hendricks County. Most recently, all
of Tri-West Middle School’s ILearn scores were among the top 20 in the entire state for public schools
(ELA: 6-18th, 7-5th, 8-4th & Math: 6-18th, 7-20th, 8-15th). Teachers use Student Learning Objectives
(SLO) to identify strengths and target areas. SLO’s use data and develop strategies to target specific
student needs with meaningful feedback and concrete examples, such as revised work and student
improvement data. Students take ownership of their learning by actively checking their grades in
Harmony, tracking grades in classes, and conferencing with teachers. Students also participate in
student-led conferencing where they set personal goals (academic, behavioral, personal) for the year.
All students later reflect on their progress mid-year with their parents or guardians. This reflection leads
to reapproaching and or resetting goals for the second semester. As a school, we use PIVOT Inspect
to record and track data. This data is analyzed by teachers and used to guide classroom instruction.
This data is also used to guide individual student progress, remediation, and enrichment. Some
teachers use data walls in their classrooms to track individual class data to encourage student growth
and goal achievement. Our students are given the opportunity to earn high school credits as eighth
grade students. The courses that are currently offered for high school credits are English 9, Algebra,
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PE 9, Biology, 2D Art, Algebra Enrichment, Current Events, Spanish, Intro to Engineering, and Music
Appreciation.

AE2. Tri-West Middle School has achieved a reputation for academic excellence by dedicating itself to
meeting and exceeding expectations set forth by the state. The first step in this process has been
assuring that all faculty is familiar with the state standards for their curricular areas. Working in the
subject area teams in alignment with both high school and elementary teachers, the faculty of Tri West
Middle School has used these standards to create a curriculum which is both challenging and grade
level appropriate. The curriculum is mapped, using quarterly assessments, PIVOT benchmark
assessment, and Ubd performance tasks. These are all are being implemented to assure that students
are obtaining mastery in each of the standard indicators and district transfer goals. All staff has been
trained during our late start Wednesdays in Ubd lesson planning, which focuses on the big picture at
the end of a unit of study. This parallels with our new leaderships’ district vision of curious,
collaborative, and creative learners. School administrators regularly meet with teachers to discuss
curriculum and student data via TAP (Teacher and Principal) talks. The school uses Five-Star
Technology Solutions to collect and analyze data from these assessments to check and celebrate
student and school wide success.
AE3. The curriculum at Tri-West Middle School emphasizes understanding of important concepts and
development of essential skills by focusing on close reading, argumentative writing, citing textual
evidence, academic vocabulary, problem-solving skills across the content areas and grade levels. This
focus on developing essential skills, such as listening and background knowledge, serves as the basis
for all curricular study. Now that students have 1:1 access to technology, they can utilize this to deepen
their understanding of current topics of study. Student progress in understanding concepts is tracked by
online programs such as ALEKS, PIVOT, ReadWorks, NewsELA, and No Red Ink. Both teachers and
students can see areas of strength, weakness, and growth. With our new focus on UdD and
project-based learning, teachers are relating classroom skills and objectives to real world applications
while completing tasks across the content areas. Staff is working on embedding Math across the
content areas like we already do with our Language Arts focus by working on multi-step problems,
problem-solving, and justifying answers.
AE4. Teachers continue to challenge and engage students to achieve grade-level standards, as well
as deepen their understanding of content knowledge by using a variety of methods. The school has
continued to differentiate lessons to help support student needs and learning styles. Most content
areas are veering from the use of traditional textbooks, and instead utilizing real-world content, like
news articles to reinforce content and skills. Many teachers in the building have worked alongside Katie
Bradford, our technology specialist through five-star, in technology cohorts to better integrate
technology practices to extend student learning. All teachers utilize the Understanding by Design
method to create quarterly performance tasks which blend traditional academic learning with real-world
implications. This backwards planning allows teachers to begin with the learning standards and
objectives in mind while creating an engaging unit. Grade level teams and some individual teachers
plan and execute project-based learning within their classrooms. With these projects, iInterdisciplinary
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and co-curricular collaboration is evident. We also added a STEM class that our 6th and 7th grade
students take which exposes them to more project-based learning and hands-on activities. These new
changes allow for inquiry-based learning by forcing students to apply higher level thinking.
AE5. Teachers and staff use differentiated learning activities and projects to collect a variety of data
points to evaluate student learning. Teachers are constantly refining differentiation strategies for
students needs and involving new technology to enhance learning outcomes. The ALEKS program in
Math is a tutorial program that gauges student responses and provides multi step math problems to
build on strengths and work on challenge areas. Language Arts teachers use NewsELA, ReadWorks,
and No Red Ink as online supplemental programs that adjust to student achievement. Math teachers
use Aleks, Desmos, Kahn academy, and embed QR codes into daily notes for students to have quick
access to additional videos and resources to better understand a topic or skill. The district has
transitioned from “Bring Your Own Device” to school-issued Chromebooks that the students take home
each day. This allows the students to be more efficient with their online learning while allowing students
to continue using self-evaluation rubrics, peer editing checklists, and revision strategies to improve
written expression across the curriculum. Our school has adopted the 7 Components of a Highly Effect
Lesson which incorporates checking for understanding to ensure all students are learning required
material. Because students have 1-1 chromebooks, teachers are able to complete a quick check at the
end of the class period by using google forms. These forms give organized data in which teachers
anauze to adjust the instruction and lessons plans as needed. In addition, each course provides an
end of quarter assessment to check that students have mastered the standards. Students also create a
digital portfolios, where they record and reflect on academic progress. They reflect on self-set goals in
academics, responsibility, and behavior. They share these portfolios at home with their
parents/guardians during student led conferences for increased flexibility with scheduling. Each grade
level has had 100% participation in the building each of the past three years. Student work is
celebrated by being exhibited through the building, at the corporation office, and in fine art exhibitions.
Student successes are celebrated through the Renaissance program and in a school wide rally in
January. Academic success is rewarded through honor roll, student of the month, high five luncheons,
random acts of kindness, and perfect attendance to name a few. Teachers in each grade level also
celebrate classroom successes with different awards such as Star Readers, Student of the Week, and
All-Star Workers to name a few. We are proud to have recognized 100% of the staff and students each
of the last eleven years. High achieving students are given the opportunity to take part in special
programs as well as accelerated classes.

AE6. Despite our small number of staff, each student’s schedule contains four core classes (Math,

Science, Language Arts, and Social Studies) with an opportunity for a variety of elective and rotational
classes such as Current Events, Leadership, PE/Heath, Art, Music, Technology, STEM, Success,
Music Appreciation, Band, Spanish, and Engineering. Our 8th graders now take a full year of PE9
which combines physical education with health and wellness topics, while our sixth and seventh grade
students take a semester of STEM and Health/Wellness. To help all students succeed, all teachers
incorporate differentiated instruction within their lessons for each class. Due to data tracking, success
classes, and supplemental online instructional programs, each student has access to guidance and
resource services that meet his or her individual needs both during and outside of class. Individual
Education Plans (IEP’s) allow for self-contained learning centers to address social, emotional, and
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educational needs and behaviors during a scheduled class period. Study tables are offered through the
guidance department, local church, and high school National Honor Society. Students with limited
social skills meet with guidance to develop the necessary skills. All students are impacted daily through
the aforementioned interventions.
AE7. Faculty and staff use a variety of tools to ensure that students are learning the curriculum
standards. Interventions are in place to help students who are not achieving at grade level. ILEARN,
PIVOT, quarterly exams, ALEKS math program, NEWSELA, Read Works, No Red Ink, Code.org, and
classroom assessments are all used on a regular basis.Teachers then analyze student data from these
formal and informal assessments to plan school wide improvements as well as individualize programs
for struggling students. Dedicated teachers and instructional assistants are available to help students
through our inclusion program, as well as small group instruction based on levels of need. Students can
enroll in a Success class to gain more opportunity for classwork help and intervention. Teachers can
address student issues of concern though the response to intervention (RTI) process which ensure
students are getting their individual needs met outside of regular class time. There are before and after
school opportunities for individual and small group help sessions for struggling learners and kids who
have fallen behind due to individual circumstances. In addition, at risk students are targeted early in the
year through team meetings, and appropriate adults are assigned to help monitor them.

AE8. All of these initiatives toward school-wide academic excellence require collaboration both
vertically and horizontally in the building. Numerous professional development opportunities are
provided by the school through guest speakers, conferences, staff-led professional development, and
late-start Wednesday meetings. Teachers are given professional development days to attend
workshops, conventions, and other professional development opportunities to enhance their knowledge
of standards, curriculum, and the ever changing field of education. Our late-start Wednesday meetings
(and some before/after school) are planned to allow full-staff, grade level, department, and even
building (middle/high school and middle/elementary) collaboration. A comprehensive professional
library is available for classroom teacher to review research literature on best practices. Numerous
staff members also have access to free professional development through ISTA which is then shared
when appropriate to enhance the learning of students in the building. Staff members are always
welcome to observe each other (coverage is even provided when necessary) to see new ideas in action
and better align our curricular approaches. Several staff members are also part of district-wide
committees to ensure the middle school voice is heard and to gain insight from both the elementary and
high school level. This dedication to school improvement allows for academic excellence for all
students and staff.
Developmental Responsiveness
DR 1. The staff at Tri-West Middle School is devoted not only to the academic development of all the
students, but also to their physical, social, and ethical well-being through the understanding that a
strong community relies on the development of these aspects. Our PRIDE (advisory) program allows
for students to bond in small groups with a single teacher and learn about important issues like bullying,
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self-esteem, and collaboration. Our PRIDE curriculum has been modified to include bi-monthly lessons
developed by the administration to develop their character education and social emotional/decision
making lessons. Our 6th grade orientation program allows new students to get comfortable with the
building and puts them into contact with an older peer. We also work closely with the high school to
ensure our 8th grade students make a smooth transition as new freshman. A spring and/or summer
freshman orientation has been done in the past. Lastly, our Renaissance program seeks to recognize
and reward all students (100%) for the great things they do.. An additional school-wide club program
has been implemented to give students the opportunities to choose two clubs that interest them.. Like
Character education, these take place two times a month, but on rotating Fridays.
DR 2.Tri-West Middle School employs a full time guidance counselor who is always available to help
students with social and emotional issues and works with all students on an anti-bullying curriculum.
This year we have a new female guidance counselor and an additional female PE teacher. This was
desperately needed to help meet the needs of our young girls. which allows for our female students to
interact with someone of the same sex, which makes them more comfortable to share things. In
addition, each student is assigned a PRIDE advisor who develops a more personal relationship with the
student. Within these groups, students are encouraged to grow in many areas such as goal setting and
interpersonal skills. The staff works with specialists through joint services (special ed coop) to see that
no child is left without an appropriate support structure. We also open up our building to incoming 6th
grade parents for a spring meeting so our new kids are comfortable coming into the building. The
physical education curriculum has changed to include a full year of PE/Health for the 8th graders, which
help to foster their physical and health development. All 6th and 7th graders also have a semester of
PE/Health.
DR 3. The school allows for students to show their creativity in a number of ways, both in and out of the
classroom. Units of study are differentiated to allow students to show their understanding through
creative writings, presentations, or projects. Curricular areas such as music and art allow students to
explore their creativity. These opportunities foster curiosity which is necessary to engage students in
their learning. Project Based Learning opportunities are made available in various classes, which allow
kids to collaborate and explore learning in unique perspectives. PRIDE time is used for students to set
goals and organize evidence of their educational progress in Google Slides,which are used for their
student led conferences. Two years ago we transitioned from traditional in-person conferences to digital
conferences lead by the student at home. Success Period is in place and over the course of three
years have allowed students to receive remediation or enrichment, but also allows time for students to
work on current content and homework. Students have also been able to work on our ALEKS,
NewsELA, and No Red Ink (8th grade) programs during this time frame. Lastly we have recently
transitioned from BYOD to a 1:1 initiative using Chromebooks, as well as Google Classroom and other
Google products. Schoology is also still used by many teachers as a preferred tool.
DR 4. In all curricular areas, teachers strive to meet state and national standards using a
Understanding by Design (UbD) mindset, where transfer of learning beyond the school walls is
considered. Students are allowed choice in regard to projects and are encouraged to study areas
which interest them. Teachers have created various performance task that should help show how the
learning is applicable and applied in real world situations. Eighth grade students have completed a unit
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of study on careers which includes a job shadowing day. This activity has transitioned to a “Day of
Learning and Giving” which allows the students to continue the job shadowing option or complete a
service learning activity. Knowing that technology is a key component in our students’ futures, we
provide ample opportunities for students to utilize multiple programs. Students are continuously on their
chromebooks in all classes.
DR 5. Teachers are organized into grade level teams where there are four content area teachers, one
each for Math, Mcience, Social Studies, and English. In addition, there are 3-4 other elective teachers
that work with the team when planning for major units and projects. Each grade level team has begun
working with interdisciplinary project based assignments which have allowed for a wide range of
student interests to be met while still meeting required standards. It has been great the last two years
having Late Arrival Wednesday so teachers can work on planning and furthering their professional
development.
DR 6. The school provides a varied curriculum for all students as well as providing enrichment in the
upper grades where students are given the opportunity to take courses in art, music, technology,
Spanish, and Current Events. This allows students to branch out from the regular classroom
experience. Mr. Powers has and Ms Ward will continue specific presentation that vary by grade level
about careers and future paths students might take in regards to college and career readiness. College
Go Week activities have also been established by our guidance department. Students also complete
individualized career projects in the 8th grade to help them plan for their futures. Students can also
select between taking a rotation of classes, which involves art, technology. Music Appreciation, band or
choir as well. Students in sixth and seventh grades are also required to take a semester of STEM and
Health/Wellness. All students are given ownership of their academic progress by completing digital
portfolios which are used for their student led conferences each spring.
DR 7. Students can be very involved in the decisions made at Tri-West Middle School. In the
classroom, students can take the lead in small group settings to learn skills in a safe setting. Our
student council now has a chance to meet during school hours during Club time, so participation is up
and more student voice is heard. Students can join student council which organizes community
outreach programs, or be a part of our “Builder’s Club”, which is our service learning group. Students
can join the staff of the school media club, The Paw Print, Military Club, or our art club. TWMS has also
partnered with the Special Olympics to form the Champions Together Program, to bridge the gap with
inclusion and athletics. Club format has changed to give students the opportunity to explore different
interests. During our PRIDE time students choose what club they would be interested in, and allowing
them access to clubs that they may not have otherwise access to. There is a leadership development
course offered for seventh graders as well. In addition, students are invited to present to the school
board each year to discuss various topics that are going on at TWMS. Students also run their own
parent conferences, sharing the progress they make each school year.
DR 8. One of the key components to the success of any school is the partnership with parents and the
community. In addition to two organized parent evenings, parents are welcome to visit the school at
any time to speak with the staff regarding student progress. Students led conferences have been
moved to the beginning of second semester so students can share and reflect on their first semester
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performance. This is now done at home and digitally. Parents can be constantly aware of goings on at
the school through the website and online grade book program (Harmony). Announcements are posted
each day on the website and Mr. Nickoli regularly sends emails and makes phone calls home with
reminders and updates. Parents and community members are heavily involved in all after school
activities. The band and choir routinely perform to packed houses, and many parents attend programs
during the school day such as our Veteran’s Day celebration and end of year award ceremonies.
School events are certainly the center of the local community.
DR 9. Tri-West Middle School strives to find ways to make the community a part of the school
experience. Students are sent out into the community for job shadowing. The 8th grade team has
added a service learning component to their job shadow day and now give the kids an opportunity to do
this, instead of the traditional job shadow day. They now call it a “Day of learning and giving”. The
community is often invited into the classroom as guest speakers, to participate in Read Across America
Week, and coaching extra-curricular activities. Students take part in numerous charity projects, most
notably with Riley Children’s hospital and Hendricks Regional Health. Our student council leads events
such as Penny Wars, canned food drive, and hat/mitten collection. Our newly formed Builder’s Club is
a service learning club that has helped with our picnic area in the back, collecting shoes, and a book
drive for Riley. In addition, our character education lessons done via our PRIDE group has lessons
totally focused to citizenship and civic duty.
DR 10. There are a wide variety of activities available to students outside the regular state mandated
curriculum. We are very proud to have introduced Clubs to our PRIDE time calendar 2 days a month
on rotating Fridays. All students belong to something now and no one is left out. We have also added
a Builders Club over the past three years in conjunction with our local Kiwanis Chapter, which serves
as a service learning opportunity. Lastly, we have fully embraced the Champions Together program
and its partnership with Special Olympics Indiana. This has allowed for all students to work together on
a common goal. It’s been neat to see the kids work together and the program continues to grow.
Students can elect to take courses in leadership development, careers, current events, Spanish, art,
engineering, and music. The music students have the opportunity to compete in state wide contests to
challenge themselves to excel creatively. There is a full range of extra-curricular sports offered, and
there is a tradition of sports excellence at the middle school. Students are able to join academic teams,
the school newspaper, yearbook, FCA, student council, and other clubs like Military and art club. All of
these opportunities allow students to develop their interests and find success outside the walls of the
classroom.

Social Equity
SE1 - The encouragement, guidance, and motivation that each student receives make them an
individual in every way: socially, emotionally, mentally, academically, and behaviorally. The
relationships that are developed and the attention to individual student needs allow each to develop his
or her fullest potential in being curious, collaborative, and creative. This is how we prepare today’s
learners to become tomorrow's learners. With 12% of the students receiving special education, their
schedules are individually developed to blend inclusion and self contained classes. Inclusion classes
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have a decrease to 8 special education students per resource staff member, allowing for skills
reinforcement and understanding of higher level connections. The now specifically designed inclusion
schedules pair higher functioning students for full exposure to the general education curriculum while
the second pairing provide intensive intervention and more individual support in the general education
classroom. Self contained classrooms have a decreased average of four students with staff being
newly trained in SLANT for dyslexia and Universal Learning Systems for life skills students.For higher
performing students which is 15% of the student body, the corporation offers Learner Enrichment and
Academic Program (LEAP). The continued enriched academic course offerings allow for LEAP
students the opportunity for high school credit in Spanish l, Algebra l, English 9, Biology l, Studio Art,
and Introduction to Engineering at the 8th grade level and advanced curriculum at the 6th and 7th
grade level. Non-LEAP students now have the opportunity for high school credits in Algebra
Enrichment and Current Issues. All 8th grade students can now earn two high school credits in physical
education.In addition to academic curriculum, there is a new character education series of lessons
tiered to each grade level and designed to address traits needed to be a strong contributor to society. In
addition, teachers are not using multiple online tools to enhance student equality: REMIND app,
symbaloo, google classroom, schoology, email communication, use of one-to-one chromebooks for
distribution of class materials, etc.
SE2 - Tri-West Middle School continues to adapt the ways students can demonstrate mastery of the
standards based curriculum through performance and assessment data. Staff regularly uses electronic
data files and the PIVOT data collection site to determine student mastery, plan classroom
interventions, and develop curriculum improvements. Differentiated instruction continues to be a focus
of lesson planning, while the curriculum has shifted to evaluating multiple sources using multiple
modalities through the use of technology. Data portfolios have gone digital as well, using a universal
template for students to share work, comment on successes, reflect on improvement, and show
individual growth. Intensive Understanding byDesign training and work sessions have occurred over the
last two years to increase student ability to transfer skills from class to class, across grade levels, and
to post graduation goals. A district wide committed spent time over the summer working with Kristina
Doubet to outline our goals moving forward with UbD to enhance our instructional practices.
SE3 - The staff at Tri-West continuously review the curriculum instructional methods assessment, and
schedule in order to best meet the needs of all students. Recently, the master schedule has been
revamped to concentrate similar classes during the day allowing for better use of instructional materials
and better contiguity of instruction. Classes have been scheduled to allow our newly employed
intervention strategist to meet with students for support. The seven period school day allows for the
Success period to be in place throughout the day for grades 6 and 8. Success allows those students
enrolled to receive review of material presented in class, opportunity to ask questions, team building
activities, homework completion, assistance in time management, and other executive functioning
skills. Student placement in success is based on student’s having voice and choice. While we continue
to improve this course offering, it has allowed the flexibility of broader scheduling of students across the
day resulting in lower class sizes and more one on one attention to those in need.
SE 4 - As noted in previous sections, class sizes are smaller than ever before, one to one initiative with
Chromebooks is used, diligent work to align the curriculum from Kindergarten to 12th grade, and a
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desire to have better staff and student schedules all result in equal access to the valued knowledge,
material, and support in all classes and activities. Students now have more interactive lessons that are
collaborative and creative. The student engagement through discussion, debate, and exploration
results in better understanding of connections and application to real world scenarios. The digital
platform allows real world exposure to materials to enhance his or her learning. Students use
technology for voice and choice in designing their schedules, creating portfolios to apply for advanced
classes, and advocating for themselves.
SE5 - Students continue to be encouraged to appreciate a wide variety of cultures throughout their
various classes. The student advisor advisory program, PRIDE, meets multiple days a week and, within
the last two years, has built a character education unit that focuses on diversity. New this year to
PRIDE is building wide club rotations that allow for student voice and choice for exposure to different
cultures and lifestyles and build understanding our world diversity. Another school wide diversity
initiative is to “Be the Change” exploring how and why we can change the world. In addition to PRIDE
the licensed school counselor is available throughout the day for student needs and intervention in
social skills and understanding relationships with others. The case conference coordinator also
provides case management services for specialists to work with groups of students in understanding
differences in speech and language, deaf hard of hearing, occupational and physical needs, orthopedic
and visually impaired. The goal is to continue to build tolerance, acceptance, and willingness to assist
those in need. The media center continues to purchase and showcase materials for varied cultures,
backgrounds, or lifestyles. Our building has also initiated a student group in collaboration with Special
Olympics called Unified Champions to build tolerance and acceptance for all.
SE6 - Student continue to be well known by staff and administration. The smallest possible class size
allows exploration and interactions, resulting in strong working relationships between students and
staff. The communication builds success and allows students to see their personal value. Staff and
administrators have recognized 100% of our student body for academic success, positive characters,
and athletic efforts. The Renaissance program and rally continue to build positive student views of
themselves. A continued high rate of parental involvement and communication builds relationships as
well. Personal commitment on the part of all staff members to relate to all students is evident on a
regular basis in student growth and student desire to improve.
SE7 - Families are welcomed and encouraged to be active participants and an integral part of the
school on a daily basis. Through Kiwanis, Parent Pride Group, guest speakers, open houses, parent
conferences, and volunteer opportunities. These opportunities have expanded to before, during and
after school. Community service projects include the Unified Champions, school supplies / clothing /
shoe / food / mitten & gloves / holiday family adoption collection, Fundraising efforts include cancer
benefit support to local families, Riley, St. Judes, Hendricks Regional Health, and the Special Olympics.
SE 8 - Renaissance in an established program that the middle school uses to support and honor
student growth in all areas. Attendance, academic honors, random acts of kindness, character,
citizenship, attitude, effort, and passion for learning. On a daily basis, students are recognized by name
for their improvement. By the school year’s end, 100% will have been recognized for the last thirteen
years.
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SE9 - The majority of the staff members are community residents or long term employees at the
middle level, resulting in an understanding of values and backgrounds of the students and their
families. Regular communication through the school apps, 100% participation in student led
conferences, and three years of 100% participation in case conferences build a sense of support to our
student needs.
SE 10- The student handbook outlines the expectations for the students and an addition to the
handbook is our new positive communication to deter poor choices. Teachers can note choices that
parents can view to assist in changing behavior that isn’t conducive to strong learning and progress.
The staff using email and phone communication to have strong working relationships with parents to
assist in behavior change. Students with continued poor choices can have behavior plans developed to
ensure structure and consistency in their environment and interactions while in the building. Staff
regularly have informal parent meetings to address both strengths and challenges that a child may
face. In the event that the traditional school placement is not successful, students and parents have
alternative educational programs, adjusted length of days, and individual scheduling to facilitate growth.
Organizational Structures and Processes
OSP1 - Tri-West Middle School continues to be a high-performing school, creating well-rounded
students that move on to be highly sought-after college and career-ready students. Our community
stakeholders continue to support the school and its students. While our core values remain unchanged,
we have recently as a district reviewed and revised both mission and vision statements and motto to
better convey our core values. Regular goal-setting and evaluation of goals by administration, teachers,
support staff, and students contributes to the continued success of the school. The administration
partners with the teachers to regularly visit classrooms to see that the vision is being fulfilled, and this is
reinforced through weekly staff meeting which have been recently implemented through our late start
Wednesdays. In addition the school keeps a profile of all data relevant to school improvement. The
school profile is reviewed and updated annually. The following information is entered, updated, and/or
reviewed on an annual basis or throughout the school year: enrollment, attendance, free and reduced
lunch data, standardized text data (including ILEARN, Inspect Assessment, other standardized test
scores, as well as class grades), and discipline information. The Harmony student information system
allows parent viewing of student academic performance, behavior referrals, and attendance records.
OSP2 - Consistent leadership at Tri-West Middle School has been a hallmark of our success. Staff and
stakeholders are kept in the loop by the administration which strives to coordinate and move forward
with continuous school improvement. The school regularly updates parents via our school messenger
and Harmony systems. Both programs allow emails to be sent and one is a message system that can
also send phone calls to all parents/guardians. Each day, the school announcements are posted online.
The principal is in constant communication with staff both in person and through email. Weekly bulletins
and weekly staff meetings to ensure clear communication of goals and responsibilities. The
administration works with each staff member individually to create Student Learning Objectives (SLOs)
which are aligned to the school-wide goals. Teacher and Principal (TAP) talks are held three times a
year which allows for great communication and collaboration among staff and administration. In
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addition Superintendent and Principal (SAP) talks continue so our administrators across the district are
on the same page as our Superintendent.
OSP3 - Professional development and continuous learning is a valuable practice at Tri-West Middle
School. Teachers and administration utilize late-start Wednesdays to conduct professional learning
each week. As a district, teachers have dedicated numerous hours to address curriculum alignment,
implementation of best practices while implementing 1:1 with students, and learning safety processes.
Our most recent superintendent, Mr. Michael Springer, created more opportunities for staff members to
collaborate within departments, support staff, and with community partners. Mr. Springer also
conducted regular meetings with stakeholders to share current progress, goals, and concerns in
various programs, which include high ability, safety, curriculum & instruction, and facility improvements.
A professional library is also maintained with the latest information on best practices and instructional
strategies.
OSP 4 - The district and school values professional learning for all staff members. Late-start
Wednesday was implemented at the middle & elementary schools in the past two years after being in
place for several years at the high school. This professional learning time provided opportunities for
staff to further develop our instructional knowledge through a dedicated weekly focus on PD, PLC, and
curriculum alignment to meet the needs of all students. Staff also participated in national & state-level
conferences at various times in the past three years. Language arts and math teachers all attended
training for Pivot/INSPECT to prepare to administer new tests which would provide information on
ILEARN readiness. Through the availability of chromebooks for all students, teachers have been able
to implement online programs such as ALEKS, ReadWorks, Newslea, and No Red Ink as valuable tools
for instruction.
OSP5 - The middle school worked in concert with the other schools in the district to organize our
horizontal and vertical alignment using UbD. Recently, the corporation embarked on a project to create
performance tasks in every course, K-12. Recently, each department met with district wide teams to
write and help align all curriculum, K-12. All teachers have used a common template to create quarterly
performance tasks. The reintroduction of Understanding By Design and 7 Steps to a Highly Effective
Lesson ensure consistency throughout the district. We use the shared Google drive to record this
curriculum so that all teachers have access to it.
OSP6 - The district has implemented a new evaluation system which is in the process of being refined
and enhanced. The staff at the middle school constantly strive to collect and analyze date which will
help us assure student success. Teachers and administrators gather and analyze data on shared
google sheets and Pivot (a Five-Star Technologies data warehouse). Teachers utilize standardized
(ILEARN, PIVOT, ALEKS, CBM, et. al.) assessment data and self-created formative/summative
assessments to guide instructional planning. Staff members also use this data to create Student
Learning Objectives as a part of their professional growth plan. These plans are discussed by teachers
and administrators throughout the year during collaborative check-in meetings. This data-driven goal
planning has led to sustained assessment success compared to other schools in the state.
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OSP7 - Tri-West Middle School is committed to continuous improvement in all areas. As in any school
setting, new challenges come about and the staff approaches solutions as a team with the help of the
administration. Throughout the past three years, North West Hendricks Schools have rewritten its
mission, vision, and focus on learning. We strive to create Curious, Collaborative, and Creative
students that will be the most highly-sought after graduates. The goal is for them to develop their
leadership abilities to be successful in whatever path they choose in the military, trades, or post-high
school institutions. The Schools to Watch process continues to be invaluable for us to help focus on our
improvement goals.
OSP 8 - When new teachers are hired at the middle school, they are provided with mentors within the
team setting to provide both teaching and school culture. With so many embedded practices which
ensure student learning, it can be overwhelming for any new staff member. However, with strong
interdisciplinary teams in place, new teachers have many people who are readily available to help keep
them up with all expectations. Each spring, the principal attends the state universities' job placement
fairs. Despite the rigors of state testing, the school accepts student teachers to further integrate
ourselves with the university community.
OSP 9 - Tri-West Middle School and North West Hendricks School Corporation include families and the
community in setting and supporting school goals. During the revision process of the mission, vision
and learning slogan, the superintendent involved other stakeholders to ensure everyone’s voice was
taken into account. Community stakeholders also took part in district planning of safety planning,
campus planning, high ability, and other district initiatives. There are several avenues that are used to
communicate information to stakeholders about students, their performance, and school effectiveness.
Teachers utilize bulletin boards to interact with students, the television display in the office posts
various announcements and achievements pertaining to the school, and school staff actively use
Twitter and Instagram to support learning. Progress reports are sent home at the middle of each
grading period and also periodically throughout the grading period based on the teacher. Parents have
access to their student's grades via an online grade book, Harmony, which teachers are required to
update bi-weekly. Parents have access to our online learning platform, Schoology, parents can see the
work the students are completing. All homework is relayed at each grade level through a Google
document which is updated daily on the school webpage. We also communicate with our parents at our
Meet the Teacher Night and Parent Teacher conferences. Our parents and community know we are
only a phone call or email away. Our PRIDE Parent group is involved with many aspects of student life
including fun after school activities for the kids. This gives parents and teachers a chance to interact
with students on a more personal level.
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PLAN
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GOAL 1: (School Year 2015-16 - current)
All students will improve their ability to write argumentatively and
answer general questions, using textual evidence from various samples of
reading/texts
Data Sources:
ISTEP Scores
ILEARN - Starting Spring 2019
INSPECT Scores (Replacing NWEA as for 2017-18 School Year)
Teacher Binders with samples of close reading, argumentative writing, and textual evidence
PRIDE Textual Evidence reads (pre and post test)
Teacher Observation
Rationale for Goal:
The staff of Tri-West Middle School has consistently analyzed the data obtained over three years
from ISTEP and ILEARN scores. Based on the new line of questioning and expectations of the
new ISTEP test, we re-evaluated our level of questioning and expectations of doing more close
reading, argumentative writing, and use of textual evidence. This rationale continues with the
new ILEARN expectations and format for 2018-2019 testing.
Through continuing the use of our embedded Best Practice for teaching vocabulary, Building
Academic Vocabulary, Six-Step Process for Teaching Vocabulary, b y Robert J. Marzano and
Debra J. Pickering, a cross the curriculum, students will improve their comprehension through
understanding vocabulary in context.

Intervention One
Students will utilize our Newsela program across grade levels and content area to help improve
their general reading comprehension skills. Included are skills around author’s purpose, main
idea, making inferences among others things. This will allow students to better comprehend
reding material and therefore write more successful arguments, using evidence from teh text.
Activities
● ELA Teachers routinely use the newsela in class as a learning tool
● Other content area teachers receive training and become familiar with how Newsela works and
are encouraged to use it in their classroom as a method to reinforce ELA skills.
● Use Depth of Knowledge chart to help increase the rigor when assigning reading comprehension
pieces and questions that align to the reading.
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Professional Development:
● ELA teachers trained on Newsela by representative from company.
● Use train the trainer model for other content area teachers to become more familiar with
Newsela.
● College and Career Readiness and Depth of Knowledge training (train the trainer model)

Intervention Two
Students will participate in leveled and differentiated activities reinforcing comprehension of
argumentative writing and use of textual evidence.
Activities
● PRIDE groups of all grade levels will continue Monday Silent Reading Days once a week where
students read a self-selected book.
● Students scoring low on reading ISTEP and/or NWEA will be placed in Math and Language
Remediation Groups for extra instruction, in all grade levels, 6-8.
● Teachers will continue to use the Best Practice, Six-Step Process for Teaching Vocabulary.
● Teacher Binders created to track use of lesson plans using close reading, textual evidence, and
argumentative writing.
Professional Development:
● Training and the teacher’s manual will be made available to teachers for Building Academic
Vocabulary, by Robert J. Marzano & Debra J. Pickering for teaching the Six-Step Process for
Teaching Vocabulary.
● ELA teachers trained in Kristina Smekens Close reading and writing after a close reading using
textual evidence
● Train the trainer model used for Smekens Close reading and writing after a close read for all staff
members

Interventions One and Two
Assessments
● ILEARN Test Scores: Student progress will be assessed and analyzed annually on the reading
comprehension subtests.
●

INSPECT Test Scores: Student progress will be assessed and analyzed three times a year for
Informational Text: Comprehension.

○ Orange, Green, and Pink level tests will be given quarterly.
○ Each assessment covers different standards and data points from each will be evaluated.
●

INSPECT Power Standards

● Each grade level teacher has created a “power standard” test which includes
informational text reading.
● Tests are given in the Fall and Spring in order to measure growth.
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Timeline
● Spring 2012: Teachers will become familiar with Seven Strategies to Teach Students Text
Comprehension by C. R. Adler and begin to formulate four Subject Area activities for each 9
weeks. Ten PRIDE activities for ten short read assessments will be built into PRIDE
calendars for 2011-2012 school year.
● Fall 2012: Interventions will be implemented.
● Fall 2012: Seven Adler Steps will be posted in classrooms.
● Fall 2012: Teachers will begin ten PRIDE comprehension activities and four Subject Area
comprehension activities for informational text comprehension.
● Fall 2012: Students will record first scores for PRIDE and Subject Area comprehension
activities in Data binders.
● Fall 2012: Teachers will enter PRIDE and Subject Area comprehension scores into Central
Files. Teachers will have first charts or graphs displayed in classrooms for first scores on
PRIDE and Subject Area comprehension scores.
● Fall 2012-2014: Language Arts teachers will use Odyssey programs for informational text
comprehension lessons.
● Fall 2012-2014: Teachers will be prepared to share ISTEP and Subject Area comprehension
data results during scheduled TAP talks with the principal.
● 2012-2014: Teachers will continue embedded Six-Step Process for teaching vocabulary to
improve comprehension.
● 2012-2014: Teachers will continue embedded Silent Reading Day, once a week, in PRIDE
schedules, for grades 6-8.
● 2012-2014: Embedded use of Six Traits Writing Rubric will be continued for evaluation of
student writing.
● 2012-2014: Yearly data analysis/revisions.
● Fall 2013: Begin Novel Book Talks for grades 6-8.
● 2013-2014: Analyze data to determine if goal has been reached or needs revised.
● 2014-2015: Teachers will integrate BYOD into classroom lesson, including informational
text.
● 2014-2015: Teachers will utilize MBC for activities, which may include informational text
testing in PRIDE or subject areas.
● 2014-2015: Acuity training and implementation
● 2014-2015: Acuity test will be administered in grades 6-8 for math, language, social studies,
and science.
● 2015-2016: Training by Smekens on CLOSE reading, argumentative writing, and use of
textual evidence by ELA teachers
● 2015-2016: Train the train model for CLOSE reading, argumentative writing, and use of
textual evidence
● 2015-2016: Analyze data from PRIDE readings and use of textual evidence both pre and
post-test. All teachers and students involved across the board
● 2015-2016: Teacher evidence binders created by administrators. Teachers periodically turn
in samples of lessons and students work in areas of literacy shift
● 2015-2016: Learning Centers added for remediation specific to math and ELA teachers
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● 2016-2017: Learning Center moved to Success P
 eriod (remediation and enrichment for all
students for 50 minutes a day across a grade levels.
● 2016-2017: NWEA done 3x per year, rather than 2x per year (Fall, Winter, Spring)
● 2017-2018: Teachers continue to provide samples of Close reading, argumentative writing,
academic vocabulary and textual evidence to administrators
● 2017-2018: While Standard for Success has always been used for teacher evaluation and
feedback, it will be used as a tool to start documenting artifacts for these areas as well
● 2017-2018: New Data used system used in excel to place students in color coded areas to
predict ISTEP results based on three year trends of ISTEP and NWEA
● 2018-2019: Monitor scores on PIVOT/INSPECT Benchmarks give three times a year. These
will be taken in October, December, and March and should be solid indicators for how
students do on ILEARN
● 2018-2019 - ELA and MATH teachers give new pre/post test using PIVOT/INSPECT. The
tests in all grade levels and both subject areas target six “Power Standards” identified by
teachers and expectations on ILEARN
● 2018-2019 - Staff begins the process of re-framing and getting in the mindset of using true
UbD in all areas and unit. This is part of bigger GOAL #2
● 2018-2019 - Staff professional development continuously used as a focus in the area of the
“Seven components of an effective lesson”
● 2019-2020 - Staff continues professional development and work on Understanding by Design
and Performance tasks. Focus on transfer of learning
● 2019-2020- New teacher evaluation rubric in place using 7 components of an effective
lesson. In addition, transfer of learning and UbD mindset part of rubric
● 2019-2020 - Year two of PIVOT/INSPECT benchmarks given quarterly (3x a year)
● 2019-2020 - Expectation of teachers using close reading and textual evidence across grade
levels and content areas.
● 2020-2021 - Teacher Training on Google Classroom
● 2020-2021 - ELA meeting with new curriculum director to update district wide effort for
curriculum mapping and will house in one common location (google drive) on one common
template.
Person(s) Responsible:
● Students
● Parents
● Teachers
● Instructional Assistants
● Middle School Staff
● Administration
● Media Specialist
● Technology Director/Technology Professional Development Coordinator
Research/Resources:
● ILEARN tests and preparatory materials
● ILEARN tests results
● INSPECT tests results
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Student Textbooks
Dictionary
Encyclopedia
Blachowicz, Camille and Fisher, Peter J., Teaching Vocabulary in All Classrooms,C
 olumbus,
Ohio, Pearson Education, Inc. 2002. ISBN: 0-13-041839-0
Brassell, Danny and Flood, James, Vocabulary Strategies Every Teacher Needs to Know, S
 an
Diego, CA, Academic Professional Development, 2004. ISBN: 0-9721637-3-5
Burchers, Bryan and Burchers, Sam, Vocabulary Cartoons, P
 unta Gorda, FL, New Monic
Books, Inc., www.vocabularycartoons.com , 2007.
Callella, Trisha, Prefixes and Suffixes: Teaching Vocabulary to Improve Reading
Comprehension, Huntington, California, Creative Teaching Press, 2004. ISBN: 0-88160380-5.
Callella, Trisha, Greek and Latin Roots, Huntington, California, Creative Teaching Press, 2004.
ISBN: 0-88160381-3.
Kemper, Dave, Sebranek, Patrick, and Meyer, Verne, A Student Handbook for Writing and
Learning. W
 ilmington, Mass: Houston, Mifflin Co., 2001, ISBN—0-669-47186-0.
Kemper, Dave, Sebranek, Patrick, and Meyer, Verne, Student Handbook for Writing and
Learning, G
 reat Source Education Group, Houghton Mifflin, 1999.  ISBN—0-669-46773-1.
Kemper, Dave, Sebranek, Patrick, and Meyer, Verne. Writer’s Inc: School to Work-a Student
Handbook, Great Source Education Group, Houghton Mifflin, 1996. ISBN: 0-669-44401-4.
Marzano, Robert J. and Pickering, Debra J., Building Academic Vocabulary, Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2005, ISBN: 978-1-4166-0234-7.
Zemelman, Steve, Best Practice: New Standards for Teaching and Learning in America’s
Schools. Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Heinemann, 1998. ISBN: 0-325-00091-3.
Adler, C. R., Seven Strategies to Teach Students Text Comprehension, 2004,
http://www.adlit,org/article/3479.
Institute of Education Sciences, Improving Adolescent Literacy: Effective Classroom and
Intervention Practice, N
 CEE 2008-4027, IES Practice Guide, what Works Clearinghouse.

Goal Data:
ILEARN was not given in 2020
Summary of ILEARN 2019
Overall, the school was pleased with the ILEARN passing percentages as all were well ahead of state
averages. In sixth grade, we had passing rates of 67% in language arts, 68% in math, and 66% in
science. In 7th grade, we had passing rates of 75% in language arts, and 61% in math. In 8th grade, we
had passing rates of 77% in language arts and 60% in math. It was interesting to note that the language
arts scores increased from 6th to 7th and 8th, while math scores did the opposite.
Summary of ISTEP+ College and Career Ready Standards Test 2018
ISTEP 2017-18 passing rates for sixth grade have sixth grade at 78% or higher in all tested subjects,
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, and Science. Seventh grade passing rates are all at 78% or higher
in the tested subjects of English/Language Arts and Social Studies. We had an exceptional increase in
our 7th grade math scores with an increase from 66% to 75% passing. In eighth grade, the highest
passing rates were in 2016 with English/Language Arts at 82 and Mathematics at 80.
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ISTEP 2016, English/Language Arts percentage of mastery scores have TWMS sixth graders scoring
consistently across the board in all areas at 74.84% with a slight drop in Writing: Conventions of
Standard English at 73.58%. The 7th grade top master score was Reading: Nonfiction, Vocabulary, and
Media Literacy at 79.29% with the low percentage in Reading: Literature and Vocabulary 75.71%.
Eighth grade scored lowest in Reading: Nonfiction, Vocabulary, and Media Literacy at 80.82, with the
rest of the standards at a consistent 82.24. There was very little indication of an outlying score.
Summary of ISTEP+ College and Career Ready Standards Test 2017
ISTEP 2016-2017 passing rates for sixth grade have sixth grade at 84% or higher in all tested subjects,
English/Language Arts, Mathematics, and Science. Seventh grade passing rates are all at 82% or higher
in the tested subjects of English/Language Arts and Social Studies. The exception for seventh grade was
Mathematics, with the passing rate at 66% in 2017. In eighth grade, the highest passing rates were in
2016 with English/Language Arts at 77.5 and Mathematics at 77.5.
ISTEP 2016, English/Language Arts percentage of mastery scores have TWMS sixth graders scoring
highest in Writing: Genres, Writing Process, and Media Literacy with 86.96% and second highest in
Writing Conventions of Standard English, at 86.23%. Seventh grade scored highest in Reading
Nonfiction-Vocabulary-Media Literacy with 82.67% and second highest in Reading
Literature-Vocabulary at 82%. In eighth grade, highest scores were in Reading Literature-Vocabulary
at 78.87% and second highest in Reading Nonfiction-Vocabulary-Media Literacy at 77.46%.
Sixth grade scored lowest in Reading Literature-Vocabulary and Reading Nonfiction-Vocabulary-Media
Literacy at 85.51%. Seventh grade scored lowest in Writing Conventions of Standard English at 80%.
Eighth grade scored lowest in Writing: Genres, Writing Process, and Research Process  and Writing
Conventions of Standard English at 76.76.
Summary of Language Arts Spring 2016 ISTEP+ College and Career Ready Standards Test
ISTEP 2016, English/Language Arts percentage of mastery scores have TWMS sixth graders scoring
highest in Reading Nonfiction-Vocabulary-Media Literacy with 85.71% and tying for second highest in
Writing Genres-Writing Process-Research Process and Writing Conventions of Standard English, both
at 84.42%. Seventh grade also scored highest in Reading Nonfiction-Vocabulary-Media Literacy with
86.21% and second highest in Reading Literature-Vocabulary at 85.53%. In eighth grade, highest
scores were in Writing Conventions of Standard English at 77.70% and second highest in Reading
Nonfiction-Vocabulary-Media Literacy a t 76.35%. Sixth grade scored lowest in Reading
Literature-Vocabulary at 83.77%. Seventh grade scored lowest in Writing Conventions of Standard
English at 83.45. Eighth grade scored lowest in Writing Genres-Writing Process-Research Process a t
75.00%.
Summary of Language Arts Spring 2015 ISTEP+ College and Career Ready Standards Test
Comparing Tri-West Middle School Language Arts Spring 2015 I STEP+ Percent Mastery scores, for
grades 6-8, to the State Spring 2015 ISTEP+ Percent Mastery scores, showed Tri-West Middle school
scoring above the state percent mastery in the content area and all listed academic standards for
Language Arts. Sixth grade’s percent mastery was above the state percent mastery for Reading:
Literature by 18%, seventh grade by 20%, and eighth grade by 2%. In Reading: Nonfiction & Media
Literacy, sixth was above by 22% and seventh was above state mastery by 18% and eighth by 4%. In
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Writing: Genres, Writing & Research Process, sixth was above by 21 %, seventh by 17%, and eighth
by 2%. In Writing: Conventions of Standard English, sixth was above by 20%, seventh by 18%, and
eighth by 2 %.
Summary of Average Scores on ISTEP Skills for English/Language Arts, Spring 2012-Spring 2014
English/Language Arts ISTEP Percent Mastery scores for all grade levels, 6th, 7th, and 8th, from Spring
2012-Spring 2014, show improvement in Content Areas and Academic Standards related to school
improvement goals for sixth and eighth grades. Sixth grade improved 3% in Vocabulary, and remained
the same 94% in Nonfiction/Info Text. S
 eventh Grade decreased 2% in Vocabulary, 8 % in
Nonfiction/Info Text. Eighth Grade improved 6% in Vocabulary, 2 % in Nonfiction/Info Text.
Tracking the Class of 2019 from sixth grade to eighth grade, in Vocabulary, there was a 6% decrease,
and an 8% decrease in Nonfiction/Info Text, in Percent Mastery. However, the class Percent of Mastery
was 86% in Nonfiction and 87% in Vocabulary.
Summary of Average Scores on ISTEP Skills for English/Language Arts, Spring 2011-Spring 2013
English/Language Arts ISTEP Percent Mastery scores for all grade levels, 6th, 7th, and 8th, from Spring
2011-Spring 2013, show improvement in all Content Areas and Academic Standards related to school
improvement goals. Sixth grade improved 3% in Vocabulary, 2% in Nonfiction/Info Text, and 3 % in
Writing Applications. Seventh Grade improved 8% in Vocabulary, 8% in Nonfiction/Info Text, and 1 1%
in Writing Applications. E
 ighth Grade improved 2% in Vocabulary, 7 % in Nonfiction/Info Text, a nd 7%
in Writing Applications.
Tracking the Class of 2018 from 6th grade to eighth grade, in Vocabulary, t here was 3% decrease, 1%
increase in Nonfiction/Info Text, a nd 1% decrease in Writing Application in Percent Mastery.
Summary of INSPECT -Benchmark Testing
In and effort to prepare students for the new ILEARN, the school has moved to using the INSPECT
Benchmark Testing for math and language arts across all three grade levels. These tests are given
quarterly to monitor student progress towards achieving proficiency at state standards. First quarter, the
students take the Orange test, the Green in second, and third is Pink. The tests were intended to indicate
test readiness, and when compared to our ILEARN scores.
In 6th grade, the language arts scores showed a proficiency rate of 51% for the Orange, 87% for Green,
and 77% for Pink. These scores tracked a bit higher than our ILEARN passing rate of 67%. The math,
however, was considerably lower for INSPECT than ILEARN (42% Orange, 30% Green, 27% Pink,
68% ILEARN) However, the INSPECT test was not very well aligned with the curriculum and
adjustments are being made for the new school year.
The 7th grade language arts scores correlated very closely with the ILEARN results. On the Orange,
70% of students were proficient. Green was 68%, and Pink was 74%. The ILEARN passing rate was
75%. For math, the scores were low as the 6th grade where (Orange 37%, Green 38%, Pink 41%), and
again, the ILEARN were considerably higher, 61%.
In 8th grade, the math scores were again lower for INSPECT with 29% Orange, 23% Green, and 54%
Pink, and the ILEARN passing rate at 60%. Language Arts was closer to the ILEARN scores with
Orange at 76%, Green at 65%, and 67%, but 8th grade had our highest ILEARN pass percentage at 77%.
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Once it was realized that while our schools seemed low by our standards, in the end, they were very
closely correlated with the 2019 ILEARN data, we were satisfied with the scores. Changes were made
to the 2019-20 tests to better align with the math curriculum, however they are being returned to was
written as the data was useful. The math scores were up considerably for 19-20 in 6th grade with
Orange and Green both at 68%. 7th grade was lower with 17% and 38%, with 8th varying a lot from
75% to 20%. Language Arts numbers were consistent with 2018-19 numbers. Pink test was not given
due to Covid.
Summary of NWEA Informational Text Comprehension Scores: Fall 2015 to Spring 2018
From Fall 2015 to Spring 2018, NWEA RIT scores show improvement for cohort groups from year to
year and for every group from fall to spring, in all subjects Mathematics, Language Arts, and Reading.
The Class of 2022, from sixth grade to eighth grade from Fall 2015 to Spring 2018, shows an increase of
21.9 average points in Mathematics, an increase of 8.4 average points in Language Arts, and an increase
of 11.6 average points for Reading. The Class of 2023 from sixth grade, Fall 2015 to seventh grade,
Spring 2018, shows an increase of 11.4 average points in Mathematics, an increase of 5.1 average points
in Language Arts, and an increase of 6.5 average points in Reading.
Summary of NWEA Informational Text Comprehension Scores: Fall 2014 to Spring 2017
From Fall 2014 to Spring 2017, NWEA RIT scores show improvement for cohort groups from year to
year and for every group from fall to spring, in all subjects Mathematics, Language Arts, and Reading.
The Class of 2021, from sixth grade to eighth grade from Fall 2014 to Spring 2017, shows an increase of
20.3 average points in Mathematics, an increase of 7.5 average points in Language Arts, and an increase
of 11.7 average points for Reading. The Class of 2020 from seventh grade, Fall 2014 to eighth grade,
Spring 2017, shows an increase of 13.9 average points in Mathematics, an increase of 7.7 average points
in Language Arts, and an increase of 5.6 average points in Reading.
Summary of NWEA Informational Text Comprehension Scores Fall 2013 to Spring 2016
NWEA Language Arts specific skills scores for the school wide goal of Informational Reading h ave no
direct category results reported in the Fall 2015 to Spring 2016 NWEA Testing results as in years past.
As of Fall 2015, the best correlating category of which to report our results is Nonfiction for
Informational Reading. All grade levels show improvement from Fall 2015 to Spring 2016 in the area of
Nonfiction. S
 ixth grade improved 10.7 average points in Nonfiction. S
 eventh grade improved 10.1
average points in Nonfiction. E
 ighth grade improved 8.9 average points in Nonfiction. C
 ohort groups
will be followed after this year under the new category of Nonfiction.
Summary of NWEA Informational Text Comprehension Scores, Fall 2012 to Spring 2015
NWEA Language Arts Informational Reading scores show overall school improvement from Fall 2012
to Spring 2015 at every grade level. Tracking the Class of 2019 from Fall 2012 to Spring 2015, shows
the cohort group improving across the board. From Fall 2012-Spring 2015, the Class of 2019 moved
from an average score of 200 to 222.2 in Informational Reading. This is an increase of 22.5 average
points.
Summary of NWEA Informational Text Comprehension Scores, Fall 2011 to Spring 2014
NWEA Informational Text Comprehension scores continue to show overall improvement of 2.8 to 11.3
points at all grade levels, 6, 7, and 8, from fall 2011 to spring 2014. Tracking the Class of 2018 over a
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three year period, fall 2011 to spring 2014, reveals an increase of 11.5 points from sixth grade to eighth
grade in Informational Text Comprehension.
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GOAL 2: (School Year 2020-21-current)
All students will be proficient in conducting learning using online
platforms as teachers focus on the use of technology to assure all students
maximize learning opportunities. Platforms will include Google
Classroom, Aleks, Newsela, and Readworks. Students will show
proficiency using online learning through state and local assessments
which are all given online.
Data Sources:
-ILEARN Scores
-INSPECT Scores (Pre/Post test scores created by Math and ELA teachers using six “power
standards” identified as most prevalent on the new ILEARN test)
-INSPECT Benchmarks (Given three times per year and give solid predictor of how students will
do on ILEARN)
Rationale for Goal:
Online learning became essential for students and teachers due to the quarantine this past year. It
continues to be so with students choosing to stay home at this time and the need to be ready for
all students to have to be online learners at some point in the future. While the beginning of this
project was not by choice, it has become clear that online teaching and learning will continue to
be a large part of education. In addition, all state and local assessments are now given in an
online format. The more comfortable students can become learning in an online environment,
the better prepared they will be for these assessments. With our stated mission being that to
prepare today’s students to become tomorrow’s leaders, this goal also prepares students for
college and careers which will without a doubt require some level of digital literacy.

Intervention One
Teachers will receive continuous professional development on Google Classroom and other
online applications. Teachers receive a checklist of Google Classroom proficiencies.
Activities
● Technology IntegrationTeam develops plan for 2020-2021 school year
● Google Classroom Training in July
● Google Classroom Training on late start Wednesdays
● Other applications training on late start Wednesdays
● Complete Google Classroom Proficiencies
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Professional Development
● Designated staff, known as the Technology IntegrationTeam, will meet to discuss planning for
implementing digital learning.
● The Technology IntegrationTeam will meet periodically with Sherri Switzer, curriculum director
to plan digital learning goals.
● Seek PD opportunities the IDOE or local service center (WCIESC) has in regards to our areas of
focus
● Utilize “Ditch That Textbook” by Matt Miller, Ditch That Textbook Summit, as well as other
online resources.

Intervention Two
Students will receive quality instruction and planning on a daily basis as teachers utilize digital
platforms for learning. All instruction will be delivered through the Google Classroom learning
management system which will then be integrated with other platforms using a variety of
teaching strategies. This will also also for both in-person and AHL (At Home Learning) students
to be successful.
Activities
● Administrators will have access to Google Classroom to monitor and ensure consistency across
the platform.
● TAP (Teacher and Principal) talks three times a year with a focus on how lesson planning and
focus on Google Classroom is going on a daily basis
● Students will take pre/post test in Math and ELA over six power standards
● Students will take three benchmarks using PIVOT/INSPECT in Math and ELA
● Non math and ela teachers will support efforts by implementing Google Classroom.
● Students will complete goals that will be tracked and updated as part of Student Led Conferences
Professional Development:
● Regularly scheduled late arrival Wednesday PD set up for Google Classroom.
● Seek PD opportunities the IDOE, Ball State University, or Five Star Technologies offers.
● utilize our own teaching staff as exemplar teachers and share how they are using Google
Classroom.

Interventions One and Two
Assessments
1. ILEARN Test Scores: Student progress will be assessed and analyzed annually
2. INSPECT Benchmark Test Scores: Student progress will be assessed and analyzed in
the fall, winter, and spring
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3. INSPECT Pre/Post Test on “power six standards”: Students will be pre-tested in the fall and
post-tested each year to gauge growth and improvement. Teachers are encouraged to give tests
in the middle of year as well to see growth.
Timeline
● 2020-2021 - Establish district Tech Integration Team with 3 members from TWMS
● 2020-2021 - Staff professional development and work in Google Classroom
● 2020-2021- Teacher Google Classroom Checklist
● 2020-2021 - Expectation of teachers using online applications across grade levels and content
areas.
● 2019-2020 - Parent Checklist of “must knows” for Google Classroom
Person(s) Responsible:
● Students
● Teachers
● Instructional Assistants
● Administration
● Technology Director/Technology Professional Development Coordinator
● Curriculum Director
● Parents
Research/Resources:
● ILEARN tests and preparatory materials
● ILEARN tests results
● INSPECT tests results
● Student Textbooks
● Miller, M. (2015). Ditch that textbook: Free your teaching and revolutionize your classroom.
San Diego, CA: Dave Burgess Consulting.
● Keeler, A., Miller, L., & Highfill, L. (2016). 50 things to go further with Google classroom: A
student-centered approach. San Diego, CA: Dave Burgess Consulting.
● Keeler, A., & Miller, L. (2018). 50 things you can do with Google Classroom. San Diego, CA:
Dave Burgess Consulting.
● “Google Classroom Cheatsheet for Teachers” by Kasey Bell - Shake Up Learning
● “Google Classroom Cheatsheet for Students” by Kasey Bell - Shake Up Learning
Goal Data:
After the first year of this program, we will compare the data to previous year’s data to see how this
digital shift has affected learning outcomes. Data to consider will be: Honor Roll and D/F list
percentages, Inspect Benchmark Scores. It will be a few years of consistent use and adjustment to get an
accurate picture of how this affects the students and learning. In addition, with times being what they
are, we must be careful to place too much emphasis on outcomes these first years.
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Professional
Development
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Professional Development
“Learning Together: Professional Development for Better Schools” published by the Indiana
Department of Education points out that effective professional development is school based, uses
coaching and other follow-up procedures, promotes teacher leaders, is collaborative, is embedded in the
daily lives of teachers, provides for continuous growth, focuses on student learning and is evaluated at
least in part on that basis, and is data-driven, research-based, and standards based. Our continuous
school improvement plan on professional development will incorporate all of these principles.
Tri-West Middle School’s professional development program places great emphasis on aligning what is
being taught in the classroom with the assessments that students are expected to pass. Staff members
meet to discuss learning problems faced by students and to identify solutions. Staff members have the
opportunity to attend professional conferences related to their subject areas that emphasize classroom
instruction. Through collaboration time teachers are able to review individual scores of students which
allow them time to design, plan, and implement curriculum that meets individual learning needs. Book
studies have been conducted on educational issues and practices that engage all students to become
better achievers. With teachers studying together, observing each other, and sharing there is a lot of
opportunities to discover new teaching strategies that work to increase student achievement.
Professional development is continuously provided for our staff through our late arrival Wednesday
schedule. This is new during the 2018-2019 school year. Staff members have 50 minutes each
Wednesday where they have time to receive PD in a variety of areas. The main support this year and in
the foreseeable future will be a large focus on Digital Learning, with Google Classroom as the platform.
In addition team and department time is set aside to focus on student needs, teaching, learning,
assessments.

Strategy # 1: Professional development support for the interventions
listed within our continuous school improvement plan.
● Administrators and a core group of teachers have become part of the District Planning Team,
which helped implement new mission and vision for our school and district.
● Teams of teachers participate in our Tech Integration team led by our new curriculum director.
● Training on best practices with digital technology has taken place and continues to be a focus
with the move from BYOD to 1:1 chromebooks
● Teachers and administrators are encouraged to seek PD opportunities that align with our goals
and the mission/vision of our building.
● Teachers will understand and be able to assess major data-driven student reporting systems, e.g.
ILEARN and INSPECT.
● Teachers will gain a better understanding of differentiating instruction to meet the diverse
learning needs of every student, regardless of differences in interests, readiness, and learning
styles.
● Through differentiation training teachers will understand what students know and/or can do in
order to promote continuous learning and create better student outcomes.
● Teachers will continue to receive training and focus on areas in our “Four Literacy Shifts”,
which are academic vocabulary, textual evidence, argumentative writing, and close reading. .
● Collaboration time will be provided on differentiation activities to be used in the classroom.
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● Collaboration time will be provided to work on Google Classroom work and PD for teachers in
this area.

Strategy #2: Educational Institutional Memberships/Publications
Our research through various grant opportunities has given our staff the understanding of what is
important in education today. Opportunities are given and will continue to be given for staff members to
read professional journals through our institutional memberships with: The National Middle School
Association, National Association of Secondary School Principals, Indiana Middle Level Education
Association, Indiana Association of School Principals, National Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, Indiana Council for Social Studies, National Council for Social Studies,
Indiana Council of Teachers of Mathematics, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Hoosier
Association of Science Teachers, Indiana Staff Development Council, National Staff Development
Council, Indiana Association of College Admission Counseling, and National Council of Teachers of
English.
The above memberships allow our staff to receive many publications, e.g. Educational Leadership,
Principal Leadership-Middle Level Edition, Journal of Staff Development, Curriculum Update,
Education Update, Middle Ground, Middle School Journal, and Compliance Advisor for 504.
In addition to the above publications we will continue to receive Education Week, American School
Board Journal, Better Teaching, Phi-Delta Kappa, Legal Updates, and Education Digest. Other
resources will also be purchased and placed in the school's professional library per staff request.

Strategy #3: Technology
Many staff members have a sound understanding of technology and how to improve student instruction
using technology. Through observation, surveys, and discussion with our staff, we believe that teachers
are making great strides using technology to enhance classroom instruction. We will continue to
provide teachers with relevant training on how to fully utilize technology to meet students' needs as the
educational paradigm changes.
Tri-West teachers must:
● Develop lessons that build and challenge students' problem solving and reasoning skills,
integrate existing technologies into their curriculum, and provide for more hands-on learning
opportunities.
● Transition from "information deliverer" to classroom facilitator, where teamwork and a
supportive learning community thrive.
● Enable and encourage students with different learning styles and abilities to work together.
● Focus on how students and classrooms can become more Creative, Curious, and Collaborative
which aligns with our shared commitments
● reach out to Five-Star consultants and are encouraged to participate in our tech Cohort groups
● Utilize Google Classroom as the sole platform for in person and AHL.
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The school corporation has a technology staff member to assist each building with their technology
training needs, e.g. harmony (student information system), teacher websites, interactive white boards,
chromebooks, Schoology,, and google classroom. Additional training is needed to assist teachers in
developing each of these to their maximum potential for student learning.

BEST PRACTICES/RESOURCES
● Adler, C. R., Seven Strategies to Teach Students Text Comprehension, 2004,
http://www.adlit,org/article/3479.
● Bender, William N., Differentiating Instruction for Students With Learning Disabilities: Best
Teaching Practices for General and Special Educators, Council For Exceptional Children,
Corwin Press, Thousand Oaks, CA 2002. ISBN: 0-7619-4517-2.
● Benjamin, Amy, Differentiated Instruction: A Guide For Middle and High School Teachers,
Eye on Education, Larchmont, NY 2002. ISBN: 1-930556-39
● Benjamin, Steve, Integrated Design for Increased Learning Results, Third Edition. SBA
Publications, Bloomington, IN, 2011.
● Benjamin, Steve, The Quality Rubric: A Systematic Approach for Implementing Quality
Principles and Tools in Classrooms and Schools. ASQ Quality Press: Milwaukee: WI, 2007.
● Benjamin, Steve, Managing Buy-In. Sales and Service Excellence, June 2011.
● Benjamin, Steve, Keeping Score: Using Rubrics To Advance Continuous Improvement in
Schools. Quality Progress, April 2009.
● Benjamin, Steve a nd Associates, Developing a High Performance “World Class” Culture in
Your School District,  2010.
● Blachowicz, Camille and Fisher, Peter J., Teaching Vocabulary in All Classrooms,C
 olumbus,
Ohio, Pearson Education, Inc. 2002. ISBN: 0-13-041839-0
● Blueprints: A Practical Toolkit for Designing and Facilitating Professional Development.
(Computer Software), Oak Brook, Illinois, North Central Regional Education Laboratory, 2000
● Brassell, Danny and Flood, James, Vocabulary Strategies Every Teacher Needs to Know, S
 an
Diego, CA, Academic Professional Development, 2004. ISBN: 0-9721637-3-5
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● Brown, John L., Making the Most of Understanding by Design, Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, Alexandria, VA 2004. ISBN: 0-87120-860-1
● Buechler, Mark and Bull, Barring, Learning Together: Professional Development for Better
Schools, Indiana Department of Education, September 1996.
● Bunting, Carolyn, Driving Your Own Professional Development, The Education Digest, Prakken
Publications, 2002, pp. 52-55.
● Burchers, Bryan and Burchers, Sam, Vocabulary Cartoons, P
 unta Gorda, FL, New Monic
Books, Inc., www.vocabularycartoons.com , 2007.
● Callella, Trisha, Prefixes and Suffixes: Teaching Vocabulary to Improve Reading
Comprehension, Huntington, California, Creative Teaching Press, 2004. ISBN: 0-88160380-5.
● Callella, Trisha, Greek and Latin Roots, Huntington, California, Creative Teaching Press, 2004.
ISBN: 0-88160381-3.
● Carr, Judy F. and Harris, Douglas E., Succeeding With Standards: Linking Curriculum,
Assessment, and Action Planning, Association For Supervision and Curriculum Development,
Alexandria, VA 2001. ISBN: 0-87120-509-2
● Chapman, Carolyn and King, Rita, Differentiated Instructional Strategies for Writing in the
Content Areas, Corwin Press, Thousand Oaks, CA 2003. ISBN: 0-7619-3826-5
● Chapman, Carolyn and Gregory, Hayle H., Differentiated Instructional Strategies: One Size
Doesn’t Fit All, Corwin Press, Thousand Oaks, CA 2002. ISBN: 0-7619-4551-2
● Coil, Carolyn, Becoming An Achiever, Pieces of Learning, Marion, IL 2004. ISBN:
1-931334-57-9
● Coil, Carolyn, Motivating Underachievers: 220 Strategies for Success, Pieces of Learning,
Marion, IL 2001. ISBN: 1-880505-95-9
● Coil, Carolyn and Merritt Dodie, Solving the Assessment Puzzle: Piece by Piece, Pieces of
Learning, Marion, IL 2001. ISBN: 1-880505-98-3
● Coil, Carolyn, Teaching Tools for the 21st Century, Pieces of Learning, Marion IL 2000. ISBN:
1-880505-55-X
● Danielson, Charlotte, Enhancing Student Achievement: A Framework for School Improvement,
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, Alexandria, VA, 2002. ISBN:
0-87120-691-9
● Guskey, Thomas, Evaluating Professional Development, Corwin Press, California, 2000. ISBN:
0-7619-7560-8
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● Hersh, Stephanie and Richardson, Joan, Tools for Growing the NSDC Standards, National Staff
Development Council, Oxford, Ohio, 2001.
● Institute of Education Sciences, Improving Adolescent Literacy: Effective Classroom and
Intervention Practice, N
 CEE 2008-4027, IES Practice Guide, what Works Clearinghouse.
● Jackson, Anthony and Davis, Gayle, Turning Points 2000 - Educating Adolescents in the 21st
Century, A Report of Carnegie Corporation of New York, NASSP, 2000. ISBN: 0-8077-3996-0
● Jacobs, Heidi Hayes, Getting Results with Curriculum Mapping, Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, Alexandria, VA 2004. ISBN: 0-87120-999-3
● Journal of Staff Development, National Staff Development Council, Oxford, Ohio.
http://www.nsdc.org
● Kemper, Dave, Sebranek, Patrick, and Meyer, Verne, A Student Handbook for Writing and
Learning. W
 ilmington, Mass: Houston, Mifflin Co., 2001, ISBN—0-669-47186-0.
● Kemper, Dave, Sebranek, Patrick, and Meyer, Verne, Student Handbook for Writing and
Learning, G
 reat Source Education Group, Houghton Mifflin, 1999.  ISBN—0-669-46773-1.
● Kemper, Dave, Sebranek, Patrick, and Meyer, Verne. Writer’s Inc: School to Work-a Student
Handbook, Great Source Education Group, Houghton Mifflin, 1996. ISBN: 0-669-44401-4.
● McGreal, Thomas L. and Danielson, Charlotte, Teacher Evaluation to Enhance Professional
Practice, Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, Alexandria, VA, 2000.
ISBN: 0-87120-380-4
● Marzano, Robert J. and Pickering, Debra J., Building Academic Vocabulary, Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2005, ISBN: 978-1-4166-0234-7.
● Marzano, Robert J., What Works In Schools, Association For Supervision and Curriculum
Development, Alexandria, VA, 2003. ISBN: 0-87120-717-6
● Nordlund, Marcie, Differentiated Instruction: Meeting the Educational Needs of All Students in
Your Classroom, Scarecrow Press, Inc., Lanham, Maryland 2003. ISBN: 0-8108-4702-7
● North Central Regional Educational Laboratory (NCREL), 1900 Spring Road, Suite 300, Oak
Brook, Illinois 60523-1480 http://www.ncrel.org
● Professional Development: A Toolbox of Guides, Ideas, and Resources, Indiana Department of
Education, 2001.
● Schmoker, Mike, Result: The Key To Continuous School Improvement, 2nd Edition, Association
For Supervision and Curriculum Development, Alexandria, VA, 1999. ISBN: 0-87120-356-1
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● Schurr, Sandra, Staff Development Kit #2: How To Improve Discussion and Questioning
Practices: Tools and Techniques, National Middle School Association, Westerville, Ohio, 2000.
● Silver, Harvey F., Strong, Richard W., and Perini, Matthew J., So Each May Learn: Integrating
Learning Styles and Multiple Intelligences, Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, Alexandria, VA 2000. ISBN: 0-87120-387-1
● Sparks, Dennis and Hersh, Stephanie, A New Vision For Staff Development, Association For
Supervision and Curriculum Development, Alexandria, VA, National Staff Development
Council, 1997. ISBN: 0-87120-283-2
● Sparks, Dennis and Richardson, Joan, What Is Staff Development Anyway?, National Staff
Development Council, Oxford, Ohio, 2001.
● Smutny, Joan Franklin, Designing and Developing Programs for Gifted Students, National
Association for Gifted Children, Inc., Corwin Press, Thousand Oaks, CA 2003 ISBN:
0-7619-3852-4
● Sousa, David A., How The Special Needs Brain Learns, Corwin Press, Thousand Oaks, CA
2001. ISBN: 0-7619-7851-8
● The Indiana Writing Project, Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana. In-service Coordinator, Bea
Sousa (765-282-9993).
● Tomlinson, Carol Ann and Eidson, Caroline Cunningham, Differentiation in Practice: A
Resource Guide For Differentiating Curriculum, Association For Supervision and Curriculum
Development, Alexandria, VA 2003. ISBN: 0-87120-655-2
● Tomlinson, Carol Ann, How To Differentiate Instruction In Mixed-Ability Classrooms, 2nd

Edition, Association For Supervision and Curriculum Development, Alexandria, VA 2001.
ISBN: 0-87120-512-2
● Tomlinson, Carol and Allan, Susan Demirsky, Leadership for Differentiating Schools &
Classrooms, Association For Supervision and Curriculum Development, Alexandria, VA 2000.
ISBN: 0-87120-502-5
● Tomlinson, Carol Ann, The Differentiated Classroom: Responding to the Needs of All Learners,
Association For Supervision and Curriculum Development, Alexandria, VA 1999. ISBN:
0-87120-342-1
● Wiggins, Grant and McTighe, Jay, Understanding by Design, Association For Supervision and
curriculum Development, Alexandria, VA 1998. ISBN: 0-87120-313-8
● Zemelman, Steve, Best Practice: New Standards for Teaching and Learning in America’s
Schools. Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Heinemann, 1998. ISBN: 0-325-00091-3.
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School
Year
20112012

20122013

Activities
● Teachers will have Vocabulary word walls displayed
● Students writing once per quarter in all subject areas
● Students writing evaluated with rubric at least once per semester in
all subject areas.
● ISTEP vocabulary words will be taught using the “Six Step Process”
during PRIDE.
● Teachers are provided collaboration time to develop & update
activities/ strategies for vocabulary and problem solving goals.
● Problem solving activities completed with the “SOLVE” Graphic
Organizer in PRIDE. Training provided to staff.
● Problem solving activities completed in each subject area once each
quarter.
● Math progressive problem will be taught in grades six thru eight.
● Book Study.
● Peer educator observation/report.
● Gallery walks on Understanding by Design (UbD) units and
Differentiation Instruction (DI) of teachers 0-2 years.
● Promethean Board Training
● Teacher Odyssey Training
● Autism Awareness Training
● Data Dashboard
● Analyze data for continuous school improvement goal(s)
determination
● Develop and administer new parent survey
● Teacher Data Binders developed
● Vocabulary & Writing activities embedded (word walls, quarterly
subject area writings, Six Step Process for ISTEP vocabulary)
● Students writing evaluated with rubric at least once per quarter in
PRIDE or Learning Center
● Problem solving activities completed with the “SOLVE” Graphic
Organizer in PRIDE.
● Problem solving activities completed in each subject area quarterly.
● Math progressive problem will be taught in grades six thru eight.
● Book Study.
● Peer educator observation/report.
● Gallery walks on UbD units & DI lessons of teachers 0-2 years.
● Promethean Board Training
● Teacher Odyssey Training
● Autism Awareness Training
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● Data Dashboard
● Begin Student Led Conferences with 6th grade team.
● Teachers become familiar with Seven Strategies To Teach Students
Text Comprehension.
20132014

● Vocabulary, Writing, & Problem Solving activities embedded (word
walls, quarterly subject area writings, Six Step Process for ISTEP
vocabulary, use of “SOLVE Graphic Organizer, quarterly subject
area problem solving, math progressive problem)
● Implement informational text reading interventions, including 10
readings during PRIDE and four for each subject area
● Silent Sustained Reading weekly during PRIDE
● Book Study
● Peer educator observation/report.
● Gallery walks on UbD units & DI lessons of teachers 0-2 years.
● Promethean Board Training
● Teacher Odyssey Training
● Autism Awareness Training
● Data Dashboard
● Teacher Data Binders updated
● Continue 6th grade Student Led Conferences and implement in 7th and
8th grades
● Teachers are provided collaboration time to develop & update
activities/ strategies for reading goal.
● Math computational fluency investigation (Xtramath.org)
● Language Arts reading intervention groups in Learning Center
● One PBL (Project Based Learning) unit implemented per grade

20142015

● Vocabulary, Writing, & Problem Solving activities embedded (word
walls, quarterly subject area writings, Six Step Process for ISTEP
vocabulary, use of “SOLVE Graphic Organizer, quarterly subject
area problem solving, math progressive problem)
● Implement informational text reading interventions, including 10
readings during PRIDE and four for each subject area
● Silent Sustained Reading weekly during PRIDE
● Book Study
● Autism Awareness Training
● Data Dashboard
● Teacher Data Binders updated
● Math computational fluency using xtramath.org
● Language Arts reading intervention groups in Learning Center
● Teacher Data Binders updated
● Continue Student Led Conferences for all grades
● Teachers are provided collaboration time to develop & update
activities/ strategies for reading goal.
● Problem Solving Goal Evaluation/Revision/Changed
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20152016

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

20162017

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Parent Survey updated / conducted /evaluated
Timed writing practice in LA classes
Pivot Training
High ability identification process evaluated / modified
Bullying prevention training for all students and staff
Tablets assigned to the 8th grade class
One PBL (Project Based Learning) unit implemented per grade
BYOT (Bring Your Own Technology) experimentation by teachers
STW (Schools To Watch) re-designation year
Vocabulary, Writing, & Problem Solving activities embedded (word
walls, quarterly subject area writings, Six Step Process for ISTEP
vocabulary, use of “SOLVE Graphic Organizer, quarterly subject
area problem solving, math progressive problem)
Implement informational text reading interventions, including 10
readings during PRIDE and four for each subject area
Silent Sustained Reading weekly during PRIDE
Book Study
Autism Awareness Training
Data Dashboard
Teacher Data Binders updated
Math computational fluency using xtramath.org
Language Arts reading intervention groups in Learning Center
Teacher Data Binders updated
Continue Student Led Conferences for all grades
Teachers are provided collaboration time to develop & update
activities/ strategies for reading goal & new/updated problem solving
goal
Timed writing practice in LA classes
Pivot Training
High ability identification process evaluated / modified
Bullying prevention training for all students and staff
One PBL (Project Based Learning) unit implemented per grade
BYOT (Bring Your Own Technology) implementation by teachers
Work on STW (Schools To Watch) identified areas of improvement
Acuity training and implementation
Vocabulary, Writing, & Problem Solving activities embedded (word
walls, quarterly subject area writings, Six Step Process for ISTEP
vocabulary, use of “SOLVE Graphic Organizer, quarterly subject
area problem solving, math progressive problem)
Implement informational text reading interventions, including 5
readings during PRIDE and four for each subject area
Silent Sustained Reading weekly during PRIDE
Book Study “This We Believe”
Autism Awareness Training
Data Dashboard
Teacher Data Binders updated
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Math computational fluency using xtramath.org
Language Arts reading intervention groups in Learning Center
Teacher Data Binders updated
Continue Student Led Conferences for all grades
Timed writing practice in LA classes
Bullying prevention training for all students and staff
Two PBL (Project Based Learning) units implemented per grade
BYOT (Bring Your Own Technology) implemented
Work on STW (Schools To Watch) identified areas of improvement
Acuity no longer taken
Teacher and Administrator TAP talks continue to discuss data
Administrator Binders with teacher samples of the Four Literacy
Shifts, including: close reading, academic vocabulary, textual
evidence, and argumentative writing
My Big Campus is replaced by Schoology at our LMS
PRIDE argumentative writing and textual evidence reads fully
implemented at all grade levels
Problem solving questions updated using more refined academic
vocabulary. Solve method still priority
Vocabulary, Writing, & Problem Solving activities embedded (word
walls, quarterly subject area writings, Six Step Process for ISTEP
vocabulary, use of “SOLVE Graphic Organizer, quarterly subject
area problem solving, math progressive problem)
Implement close read / argumentative writing interventions, including
5 readings during PRIDE, staff submission of close reading,
academic vocabulary, textual evidence, and argumentative writing
samples used in class.
Silent Sustained Reading weekly during PRIDE
Book Study
Autism Awareness Training
Data Dashboard
Teacher Data Binders updated
ALEKS program for math
Language Arts and Math intervention groups in Success Class
Teacher Data Binders updated
Continue Student Led Conferences for all grades
Bullying prevention training for all students and staff
Two PBL (Project Based Learning) units implemented per grade
BYOT (Bring Your Own Technology) implemented
STW (Schools To Watch) Re-designated in 2017
Teacher and Administrator TAP talks continue to discuss data
Administrator Binders with teacher samples of the Four Literacy
Shifts, including: close reading, academic vocabulary, textual
evidence, and argumentative writing
My Big Campus is replaced by Schoology at our LMS
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● PRIDE argumentative writing and textual evidence reads fully
implemented at all grade levels
● Problem solving questions updated using more refined academic
vocabulary and ISTEP type questioning. Solve method still priority
● Student Led Conference done digitally for first time using Schoology
● Maker’s Space Lab up and running for first full year
● Standard for Success now being used for more than
observation/evaluation collection center, but also as home to SLO’s
and artifacts
20182019

● Vocabulary, Writing, & Problem Solving activities embedded (word
walls, quarterly subject area writings, Six Step Process for ISTEP
vocabulary, use of “SOLVE Graphic Organizer, quarterly subject
area problem solving, math progressive problem)
● Implement close read / argumentative writing interventions, including
5 readings during PRIDE, staff submission of close reading,
academic vocabulary, textual evidence, and argumentative writing
samples used in class.
● Silent Sustained Reading weekly during PRIDE
● Autism Awareness Training
● Data Dashboard
● Teacher Data Binders updated
● ALEKS program for math
● Language Arts and Math pullout groups in Success Class
● Teacher Data Binders updated
● Continue Student Led Conferences for all grades (now done digitally
and at home)
● Bullying prevention training for all students and staff
● Two PBL (Project Based Learning) units implemented per grade
● 1:1 Chromebook for all students and staff
● Schoology and Google Classroom used
● STW (Schools To Watch) Re-designated in 2017
Teacher and Administrator TAP talks continue to discuss data
● PRIDE argumentative writing and textual evidence reads fully
implemented at all grade levels
● Problem solving questions updated using more refined academic
vocabulary and ISTEP type questioning. Solve method still priority
● Student Led Conference done digitally for first time using Schoology
● Maker’s Space Lab up and running for first full year
● New STEM class for grades 7 and 8 (First year 2018-19)
● Standard for Success now being used for more than
observation/evaluation collection center, but also as home to SLO’s
and artifacts
● New Mission and Vision for school that aligns with other schools in
district and district as a whole
● Late Arrival Wednesday professional development 8:05-8:55 weekly
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● UbD Framework and Seven Components of an effective lesson with
PD aligned to goals
2019 2020

● 2019-2020 - Staff continues professional development and work
on Understanding by Design and Performance tasks. Focus on
transfer of learning
● 2019-2020- New teacher evaluation rubric in place using 7
components of an effective lesson. In addition, transfer of
learning and UbD mindset part of rubric
● 2019-2020 - Year two of PIVOT/INSPECT benchmarks given
quarterly (3x a year)
● 2019-2020 - Expectation of teachers using close reading and
textual evidence across grade levels and content areas.
● Implement close read / argumentative writing interventions,
including 5 readings during PRIDE, staff submission of close
reading, academic vocabulary, textual evidence, and
argumentative writing samples used in class.
● Silent Sustained Reading weekly during PRIDE
● Autism Awareness Training
● Data Dashboard
● Teacher Data Binders updated
● ALEKS program for math
● Teacher Data Binders updated
● Continue Student Led Conferences for all grades (now done
digitally and at home)
● Bullying prevention training for all students and staff
● Two PBL (Project Based Learning) units implemented per
grade
● 1:1 Chromebook for all students and staff
● Schoology and Google Classroom used
● PRIDE argumentative writing and textual evidence reads fully
implemented at all grade levels
● Problem solving questions updated using more refined
academic vocabulary and ISTEP type questioning. Solve
method still priority
● Student Led Conference done digitally for first time using
Schoology
● Maker’s Space Lab up and running for first full year
● New STEM class for grades 7 and 8 (First year 2018-19)
● Standard for Success now being used for more than
observation/evaluation collection center, but also as home to
SLO’s and artifacts
● Late Arrival Wednesday professional development 8:109:00
weekly
● UbD Framework and Seven Components of an effective
lesson with PD aligned to goals
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2020 2021

● 2020-2021 - Single AHL and in-person digital format used as
Google Classroom
● 2020-2021 - Late start Wednesday will have a large focus on
Google Classroom and trainings centered around it and various
Google extensions.
● 2020-2021- New teacher evaluation rubric in place using 7
components of an effective lesson. This new rubric will be
evaluated and potential changed as distinct leaders,
administrators, and teachers look closer into it.
● 2020-2021 - Year three of PIVOT/INSPECT benchmarks given
quarterly (3x a year)
● 2020-2021 - Expectation of teachers using close reading and
textual evidence across grade levels and content areas.
● Silent Sustained Reading weekly during PRIDE
● ALEKS program for math
● Newsela for ELA and other content areas utilized
● Teacher Data Binders updated
● Continue Student Led Conferences for all grades (now done
digitally and at home)
● Bullying prevention training for all students and staff
● 1:1 Chromebook for all students and staff
● Student Led Conference done digitally for first time using
Google Classroom
● Maker’s Space Lab up and running for first full year
(currently being used as a classroom due to COVID)
● New STEM class for grades 7 and 8 (First year 2018-19)
● Standard for Success now being used for more than
observation/evaluation collection center, but also as home to
SLO’s and artifacts
● Late Arrival Wednesday professional development 8:10-9:00
weekly
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TRI-WEST MIDDLE SCHOOL
TEAM and CORPORATION COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
2020-2021
Tech Integration Team Members
Lisa Starnes
Ryan Nickoli*

Tricia Diagostino
Travis Smith*

Sara Workman

LEAP- District wide with TWMS
Susan Reck
Ryan Nickoli
Rebecca Buess

Lana Koontz

Teacher Evaluation Committee
Ryan Nickoli
Drew Childs

Tricia Diagostino

Maggie Burns

Travis Smith
Tara Mitchell

Sara Workman
Alyssa Ward

James Hanlin (7th grade)

Lana Koontz (8th grade)

SCHOOLS TO WATCH
Ryan Nickoli
Gina Whitaker

TEAM LEADERS
Amanda Wiley (6th grade)

Administrative Council (smaller sub teams as needed will meet with group)
Lana Koontz
Ryan Nickoli
Travis Smith

Gina Whitaker
James Hanlin

Amanda Wiley
Alyssa Ward

PL 221 SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT TEAM
Ryan Nickoli
Lana Koontz

Travis Smith
Alyssa Ward

Susan Reck
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RENAISSANCE TEAMS
Student and staff Recognition
(Special occasions, Christmas dinner, Breakfast, Birthdays, Retirements, Weddings, New babies, etc…)

Social Committee (outside of school)

STUDENT RECOGNITION AND SUPPORT PROGRAMS
(Student of the Month, High 5 Club, Attendance, Honor Roll, Convocations, Random Acts of Kindness, End of
School Year Programs, etc…)

Ryan Nickoli
Kim Rawlings
Sandy Moore

Alyssa Ward
Megan Stabler

Gina Whitaker
Courtney Brock

Natalie Fox
Travis Smith

Ryan Nickoli
Alyssa Ward

Chuck Jones

Jacob Street

School Safety Team
Travis Smith
Maggie Burns

Data Teams
● Grade Level teachers and elective teacher affiliated with teams are part of each
grade level data team and “Success Period” data discussions
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